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Sentiment Polarity Identification of Social Media Content
using Artificial Neural Networks
By K. Victor Rajan & Brittney Jackson
Atlantic International University
Abstract- Sentiment of people about consumer goods and government policies for decision
making is normally collected through feedback forms, surveys etc. The social network sites and
micro blogging sites are considered a very good source of information nowadays because
people share and discuss their opinions about a certain topic freely. With the increased use of
technology and social media, people proactively express their opinion through social media sites
like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram etc. A social media sentiment analysis can help companies to
understand how people feel about their products. On the other hand, extracting the sentiment
from social media text is a challenging task due to the complexity of natural language processing
of social media language. Often these messages reflect the emotion, opinion and sentiment of
the public through a mix of text, image, emoticons etc. These statements are often called
electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM) and are much prevalent in business and service industry to
enable customers to share their point of view.
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I.

Introduction

ocial media analytics provides useful insights
about public opinion to various decision makers
like commercial organizations and government
authorities. People openly discuss their opinion using
short messages in social media sites. A simple tally of
social mentions tells you how much people are talking
about a product online. But, what are they saying?
Social media sentiment analysis helps you answer this
question. Rather than a simple count of mentions or
comments, sentiment analysis considers emotions and
opinions. It involves collecting and analyzing information
people share in social media. Ongoing social media
sentiment analysis can quickly alert someone when
customer preferences and desires change. Social
sentiment analysis tools can help to ensure that you are
on top of changes in what your audience expects from
your brand. First, it can alert service and support teams
about any new issues they should be aware of. Then,
Author α: Department of Computer Engineering, Atlantic International
University. Honolulu, USA. e-mail: victor@jts.co.in

the company can prepare a proper response, strategy
or script. Organizations may even learn about issues
with their product or service. Second, monitoring for
social mentions with negative sentiment allows owners
to reach out to people who may be having a challenging
experience with their product. A simple response or
follow-up can often go a long way to resolve a customer
complaint. A traditional opinion poll would involve
surveys with many people traveling, making phone calls
etc., resulting in thousands of dollars to run. If we
develop a method to identify sentiment of social media
content, then this can be used to identify events of
potential impact to decision makers like government
agencies, commercial organizations etc. For example,
online advertisers could use this analysis for efficiently
targeted marketing campaigns. Government organizations can know how the society is influenced by a
decision or policy and then determine how to respond to
the public opinion. In addition to large volume, social
media also gives the facility to collect messages
pertaining to a specific region, language, a historical
period etc. With the dramatic increase of social media
usage nowadays, we can use the opportunity to analyze
the text rich blogs and messages in a faster and costeffective way than traditional polls. The research on
social media analysis is still evolving. It might be just
impossible to write natural language parsers to
understand the context of these messages. We try
classify the sentiment polarity of the message as
positive or negative or neutral. Hence identifying the
sentiment polarity is a classification problem.
Understanding the language of eWOM becomes
complicated due to the non-standard structure of
messages. Our objective is to develop a system which
will find out sentiment polarity of people over a topic.
First, we try to extract the text content after removing
non-textual content like emoticons and images. Then the
message is sent to a well-trained Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) for classification. The neural network
classifies the sentiment as Positive or Negative or
Neutral.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In section 2, we discuss related work. We
formally formulate the problem and we propose our
methodology in Section 3. Section 4 describes how
CNN is used to predict sentiment polarity and the results
of our experiment are described. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 5.
© 2022 Global Journals
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government policies for decision making is normally collected
through feedback forms, surveys etc. The social network sites
and micro blogging sites are considered a very good source
of information nowadays because people share and discuss
their opinions about a certain topic freely. With the increased
use of technology and social media, people proactively
express their opinion through social media sites like Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram etc. A social media sentiment analysis
can help companies to understand how people feel about their
products. On the other hand, extracting the sentiment from
social media text is a challenging task due to the complexity of
natural language processing of social media language. Often
these messages reflect the emotion, opinion and sentiment of
the public through a mix of text, image, emoticons etc. These
statements are often called electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM)
and are much prevalent in business and service industry to
enable customers to share their point of view. We cannot use
standard natural language processing tools to analyze the
sentiment. Labeling the sentiment as positive, negative or
neutral is a classification problem. We propose to use Artificial
Neural Networks to identify the sentiment polarity of social
media content. Without getting into the complexity of
understanding the eWOM, we use machine learning algorithm
to solve this classification problem.
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Related Work

Prediction of popular events from news and
social media has been done by many people in the
past. Twitter is significantly different from most text
streams (e.g., news stream and blog stream) that have
been extensively studied in the literature for bursty
feature/event detection because of its informal writing
style and topic diversity. A simple statistic in our study
shows that the number of distinct bursty segments is
about 75% of the number of distinct tweets in a
randomly chosen time window. Among the bursty
segments detected, many contain misspelled words,
informal abbreviations and emojis. These noisy bursty
segments would not only incur unnecessary
computational cost but also hurt the event detection
accuracy in further processing. We therefore source for
the wisdom of the crowds to filter out the non-textual
content. In this section, we present an overview of the
previous works done in the field of event detection and
extraction. Sentiment analysis algorithms fall into one of
three buckets:
i)

Rule-based: These systems automatically perform
sentiment analysis based on set of manually crafted
rules.
ii) Automatic: These systems rely on machine learning
techniques to learn from data.
iii) Hybrid: These systems combine both rule-based
and automatic approaches.
Usually, a rule-based system uses a set of
human-crafted rules to help identify subjectivity, polarity
or the subject of an opinion. These rules may include
various NLP techniques developed in computational
linguistics such as stemming, tokenization, part-ofspeech tagging and parsing.
Automatic methods, contrary to rule-based
systems, don't rely on manually crafted rules, but on
machine learning techniques. A sentiment analysis task
is usually modeled as a classification problem, whereby
a classifier is fed a text and returns a category, e.g.
positive, negative, or neutral.
Hybrid systems combine the desirable elements
of rule-based and automatic techniques into one
system. One huge benefit of these systems is that
results are often more accurate. We analyzed machine
learning approached used by researchers in the past.
The text classification using ML approach can be
roughly divided into supervised and unsupervised
learning methods. The supervised methods make use of
large number of labelled documents. The unsupervised
methods are used when it is difficult to find these
labelled training documents. Chi-square method is used
in many applications; one of them is contextual
advertising as presented by Fan and Change [3]. They
discovered bloggers’ immediate personal interests in
order to improve advertising. They used Support Vector
© 2022 Global Journals

Machines (SVM) for classification and Chi-square for
Feature Selection (FS). Hagenau and Liebmann [4]
used feedback features by employing market feedback
as part of their feature selection process regarding stock
market data. They used SVM as classifier. The feature
selection scheme proposed by Duric and Song [5]
achieved competitive results for document polarity
classification specifically when using the syntactic
classes and reducing overlaps with semantic words.
Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier was used by
Kaufmann [6] to detect parallel sentences between any
two language pairs with small amount of training data.
Their results showed that ME classifier can be produce
useful results for almost any language pair.
SVMs are used in many applications for
classification problems. Sentiment polarity identification
is a classification problem. Chen and Tseng [7] have
used multi class SVM based approaches. SVM have
been extensively and successfully used as a sentiment
learning approach while Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
have rarely been considered in comparative studies in
the sentiment analysis literature. Moraes and Valiati [9]
presented an empirical comparison between SVN and
ANN for document level sentiment analysis. Van de
Camp and Van den Bosch [10] showed that SVM and
ANN can be used to mark the relationship between two
persons (positive, negative or unknown). They also
proved that SVM and one layer NN achieve the highest
scores. The supervised learning algorithms when
combined with ANN achieve good results for
classification problems. However, we need sufficiently
large data set with labelled classifiers for training.
Though the social media sites emit huge number of
messages every day, attaching labels and creating
training data set is still a challenging task due to the
noisy and unstructured content. Automated NLP tools
also cannot be used to attach labels to them. Creating a
sufficiently large training data set by manually labelling
social media messages is cumbersome. So, we
propose a novel approach of using semi-supervised
artificial neural networks to process the social media
content.
III.

Methodology

In sentiment analysis, ‘sentiment polarity’ takes
a context sensitive meaning. Rule based systems
calculate the sentiment polarity based on the net of
positive and negative opinion expressed about an event
but fail to include the context of the event. In general, we
derive day-to-day sentiment scores by counting positive
and negative messages. A message with more negative
words (reflecting anger, sad, violence) than positive
(reflecting happy, joy, celebration) is considered as
negative polarity. Application of a lexicon involves
calculating the sentiment from the semantic orientation
of word or phrases that occur in a sentence. With this

•

We pick up only English text message. Other
language sentences are removed.
• Emojis are replaced with CLDR meaning, if mapping
is available (Table 1). Removed otherwise.
• All words are converted to lowercase.
• Stop words and punctuation like periods, commas
and brackets are removed.
• Remove all words that are not purely comprised of
alphabetical characters (words having special
characters and numbers).
The cleaned-up sentence is now used for
identifying the sentiment polarity.
Following table shows example of few emojis
translated using Unicode Common Locale Data
Repository (CLDR).

Table 1: CDLR translation of emotions
UNICODE
U+1F600
U+1F642
U+1F609

EMOJI

CLDR MEANING

😀😀
☺️

Grinning face

😉😉

Smiling face
Winking face

U+1F615

😕😕

Confused face

U+1F622

😢😢

Crying face

U+1F602

😂😂

Tears of joy

U+270C

✌️

Victory hand

For example, the tweet message ‘Salute to our
warriors 😂😂 who taught us to raise voice against evil!’ is
converted into the plain text ‘Salute to our warriors with
tears of joy who taught us to raise voice against evil’
using our feature extractor.
We created a limited data set from social media
for supervised learning. Using movie review or customer
review data set for social media sentiment analysis does
not provide high accuracy prediction. A hand-crafted
training data set consisting of 2000 positive, 2000
negative and 2000 neutral messages which were
classified manually by experts was used to train the
neural network. Our model learns to associate a given

input (sentence) to the corresponding output (polarity)
based on the test samples used for training. Pairs of
feature vectors and tags (e.g. positive, negative, or
neutral) are fed into the machine learning algorithm to
generate a model. The well-trained model generates
predicted tags (positive, negative, or neutral) for a given
input.
b) Polarity Sensitive Convolutional Neural Network
(PSCNN)
Deep learning is prosperous because of three
main and important reasons, i.e., improved abilities of
chip processing (GPU units), extensively lower
© 2022 Global Journals
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a) Feature extraction from eWOM
The social media messages are not plain text
messages. The eWOMs often contain emoticons,
abbreviations etc. Sentiment analysis will not be
accurate unless we translate these messages into plain
text without losing the context and emotions attached.
For example, the context of the sentence ‘Enjoying my
lazy Sunday 😊😊’ cannot be understood unless we know
the meaning of 😊😊. It has two positive (enjoy, 😊😊) and
one negative (lazy) word. The local context of the
message will be lost unless we take the emoticons also
into consideration. So, our first step is to develop a
feature extractor which will produce plain sentence from
eWOM. The feature extractor works as follows.

3
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approach a dictionary of positive and negative words is
required and a positive or negative sentiment value
assigned to each of the words. Different approaches to
create dictionaries have been proposed, including
manual counting and automatic approaches. In lexiconbased approaches a piece of text message is
represented as a bag of words. Following this
representation of the message, sentiment values from
the dictionary are assigned to all positive and negative
words or phrases within the message. A combining
function, such as sum or average, is applied in order to
make the final prediction regarding the overall sentiment
for the message. For example, sentence ‘Enjoying my
lazy Sunday!!’ represents a positive message that
contains one positive (enjoying) and one negative (lazy)
word. It will be difficult for rule-based classifier to decide
between positive and negative in such a case. A tweet
message may be even worse for parsing because it
might contain emoticons and special symbols. To
alleviate this issue, we use machine learning to predict
polarity and the decision making is similar to human
behavior. Sentiment analysis of social media content is
a classification problem. KNN is widely used for
classification problems. But it requires sufficiently large
amount of labeled data set for training. Labelling the
social media content and generating few millions of
training data is cumbersome due to the varying style of
micro bloggers. In this paper, we propose a semisupervised method using Neural Networks. Deep
learning is very influential in both unsupervised and
supervised learning.

2022
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expenditure of hardware and significant enhancements
in machine learning algorithms. It is a promising
approach and has been extensively applied in artificial
intelligence fields like computer vision, transfer learning,
semantic parsing, natural language processing and
many more. People use deep neural network
architecture to evaluate the similarity of documents. We
present a new architecture for sentiment analysis which
operates directly at the sentence level and uses only
small convolutions and pooling operations. We will use
a pre-trained word embedding prepared on a very large
text corpus. We propose a Polarity Sensitive CNN
(PSCNN) for eWOM sentiment modeling. The PSCNN is
a hierarchical model, where feature extractor formats
sentence vectors which are fed to the convolution and
max-pooling layers to generate the document representation. Skip - gram models is best suited for contextbased prediction. The model learns each term within a

given context window in the order of a word sequence to
capture the skip-gram based contextual features. Then,
based on the significance learned from the skip-gram
features, the PSCNN structures the feature vectors up
onto the sentence level. As a result, the model applies a
nonlinear transformation to generate a continuous
vector representation for the entire text corpus by
extracting the high-level semantic information.
Convolution in the proposed model is followed by global
max-pooling. use sequence of word embeddings
trained on large data collections as inputs to train a
CNN-based representation learning model where each
sequence of k words is compacted in the convolutional
networks. Following diagram shows our two-step
methodology which overcomes the natural language
processing challenge through feature extractor and
CNN.

Figure 1: Hierarchical model for PSCNN
The purpose of the model was to match two
sentences and to serve the paraphrasing tasks
originally.
PSCNN
first
learns
and
extracts
representations from the two sentences separately, and
then it compares the extracted features with max layer
pooling to generate a matching degree. Following are
the major steps involved in the convolution layer.
•

The first step is to load the word embedding as a
directory of words to vectors.
• The model performs a 1-D convolutional operation
to learn text representations.
• This representation makes it possible for words with
similar meaning to have a similar representation.
The trained model produces an output -1
(negative) or 0 (neutral) or 1 (positive).
IV.

Experiments and Results

Sentiment Analysis using Artificial Intelligence
makes the life of commercial product organizations
© 2022 Global Journals

easier. A company which sells hundreds of products
cannot afford to employ many reviewers to read all the
customer reviews manually and classify them. Sentiment
analysis can identify critical issues in real-time, for
example:
•
•

Is a public crisis on social media escalating?
Is an angry customer about to churn? etc.

Artificial Intelligence based Sentiment Analysis
is really an efficient and cost-effective tool for many
commercial organizations and government agencies.
We used twitter data related to product reviews for our
experiments and analysis.
In this section, we describe the evaluation tasks,
the data sets used and the experimental results of the
proposed approach.
Evaluation Tasks:
i)
ii)

We evaluate our approach on twitter data set.
We evaluate our approach on popular benchmarks.

Sentiment Polarity Identification of Social Media Content using Artificial Neural Networks

Our goal is to prove the real-life application of
our approach. We aim to evaluate the quality of
sentiment classification. The empirical probability is
compared with real time data to harness the accuracy.
The results show promising output.
a) Data Set
Twitter is a micro blogging site used by public
nowadays to openly express their opinions and
sentiment. Every day more than 500 million tweets are

generated by people around the world and this text rich
social media platform serves as a desirable platform to
analyze the information from many perspectives like
politics, elections, consumer products and many more.
Twitter API provides facility to search for messages
using filters like place, language etc. Our data set for
evaluation was set of tweets from May 2021 to July 2021
in English language related to India region.

JUNE 2021

JULY 2021

5,212,765
1,563,830 (30%)
781,915 (15%)

5,314,443
1,647,477 (31%)
690,888 (13%)

From the above table, we observe that
appreciable number of tweets with sentiment are
available for analysis. The below figure shows that tweet
messages always reflect sentiment at any point in time.

We observed that the volume of positive and
negative sentiments might vary over the time, but people
always express their sentiment through tweets.

Figure 2: Distribution of sentiment in tweets
b) Popular Metrics
In this section, we first describe a set of metrics
commonly used for evaluating performance of our
model and then present a quantitative analysis of the
performance evaluated using popular benchmarks.
Accuracy and Error Rate: These are primary metrics to
evaluate the quality of a classification model. Let TP, FP,
TN, FN denote true positive, false positive, true negative,
and false negative respectively. The classification
Accuracy and Error Rate are defined in Eq. 1
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MAY 2021
5,423,667
1,789,810 (33%)
759,313 (14%)
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Table 2: Sentiment in twitter stream
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(1)
Where 𝑁𝑁 is the total number of samples. Obviously, we have Error Rate = 1 – Accuracy.

Precision, Recall and F1 Score: These are also primary
metrics and are more often used than accuracy or error
rate for imbalanced test sets. Precision and recall for
binary classification are defined in Eq. 2. The F1 score is

the harmonic mean of the precision and recall, as in Eq.
2. An F1 score reaches its best value at 1 (perfect
precision and recall) and worst at 0.

Year

2022

(2)
For multi-class classification problems, we can
always compute precision and recall for each class label
and analyze the individual performance on class labels

or average the values to get the overall precision and
recall.
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Figure 3: Quantitative metrics analysis
From the above results it can be noticed that for twitter eWOMs better accuracy is achieved at message
level sentiment.
c) Empirical Results
Our aim is to make use of our PSCNN to
analyze social media and identify impactful events

trending in the twitter. Following are examples of
sentiment-full events identified using our PSCNN.

Table 3: Events identified from twitter stream
No.

TWITTER eWOM

SENTIMENT

1

Samsung Galaxy M12 is out✌. This Phone is totally
Outstanding 😊😊!
Salute to our warriors who taught us to raise voice
against evil 😂😂!
Their sacrifice for our motherland will continue to
inspire the coming generations 👏👏
We respect, value your sacrifices, we are forever
indebted to your sacrifices 🙏🙏

Positive

#SamsungGalaxyM12

Positive

#MartyrsDay

Positive

#MartyrsDay

She is the hope of Uttar Pradesh 💪💪, the only leader
who is consistently raising the issues and fighting for
the people everyday 😊😊. Young charismatic, with

Positive

#UPKiUmeedPriyanka

2
3

4
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From the above table, we observe that people
talk about various events and express their sentiment in
social media. This is really an alternate to traditional
polling and cost effective solution for decision makers to
understand the situation and respond to any emerging
crisis.
V.

Conclusion and Future work

The proposed method accomplished superior
performance in terms of sentiment classification of
eWOMs according to polarity. The major challenge in
using the NLP tools for understanding the social media
messages is eliminated by our two-step methodology
namely feature extractor and CNN. By using a
centralized sentiment analysis system, commercial
organizations can improve accuracy and gain better
insights while analyzing customer feedback and
complaints. The overall benefits of AI based sentiment
analysis include:
Sorting Data at Scale: Manually sorting through
thousands of tweets, customer support conversations,
or surveys is complex and time consuming. AI based
Sentiment analysis helps businesses process huge
amounts of data in an efficient and cost-effective way.
Real-Time Analysis: The social media analysis can help
organizations immediately identify alarming situations
and they can act right away before customer churn out.
Tagging text by sentiment is highly subjective,
influenced by personal experiences, thoughts and
beliefs. Intensifiers refer to words such as very, quite,
most etc. These are the words that change sentiment of
the neighboring non-neutral terms. They can be divided
into two categories namely amplifiers (very, most) and
down toners (slightly) that increase and decrease the
intensity of sentiment, respectively. Identifying intensity
of emotion may not be simple through rule based
approached. Our AI based model can be enhanced
further to identify intensity of emotion.

Negative

#FarmersParliament

Negative

#FarmersParliament

2022
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Negative
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Index Terms: YOLO (V3), SSD (single shot detector),
mobile- net, open-CV, image processing, open pose,
tenser-flow.

V

I.

Introduction

iruses have been a point of controversy for
humans since even before our species evolved
into its contemporary form. Vaccines and antiviral
drugs have allowed to limit the widespread spread of
certain viral diseases and have helped sick patients to
recover.Some viruses, such as Marburg, Ebola, Rabies,
HIV, Smallpox, SARS - Cov, and MERS - Cov, have been
unable to be eradicated, leading to a rise in new cases.
However, destroying viruses is a challenging task.
Some viruses have migrated from animals in recent
decades, triggering large epidemics and claiming
thousands of human lives. From 2014 to 2016, the virus
that caused the Ebola epidemic in West Africa killed
approximately 90% of those infected, making this the
most dangerous member of the Ebola family. But other
viruses are just as deadly, and some are even more
Author α σ ρ Ѡ ¥ §: Dept. of Computer Software Engineering Sri Lanka
Institute of Information Technology. Malabe, Sri Lanka.
e-mails: it18126020@my.sliit.lk, it18121834@my.sliit.lk,
it18115444@my.sliit.lk, it18044928@my.sliit.lk, lakmal.r@sliit.lk,
chethana.l@sliit.lk

deadly. It is true that the death rate from some viruses,
such as the new corona-virus, which is currently
spreading around the world, is still high, but infections
pose a serious threat to public health as human cannot
yet combat germs. The goal of the HTPRM is to identify
risk by investigating at four different virus transmission
modes. Crowd Counting is one technique that
determines the population of a scene. Public places are
overcrowded possible to spreading the virus among
peoples. To minimize the spreading viruses, must be
limited the number of people in a public area. The
density risk percentage calculate by comparing the
number of people in an specific area at a given moment
to the maximum number of people permitted in that
region. This is one method to help prevent virus
propagation in densely populated places, since it is a
highly robust strategy in today’s society.
The primary source of risk is that COVID-19
spreads by touch or being in close proximity to an
infected individual. Social Distancing is the only way to
prevent the spread of COVID-19. Maintaining a safe
distance from one another is the most effective method
of preventing the transmission of this disease at least
until a vaccine is found. Social distancing can have a
negative impact on social well-being and health by
resulting in social isolation and physical activity
limitations.
One of the another critical of risk is behavior
control. If one person is infected with a virus, there is a
high possibility of the infection spreading due to his
behavior. To avoid or mitigate such a circumstance, a
human behavior recognition function has been developped for risk management systems using Human
Tracking and Profiling. This capability is mostly
concerned with human behavior in a given area.
Another critical aspect of combating this
epidemic is to use a face mask. Wearing a face mask
has received general support as a means of delaying
the transmission of viruses. Speed of virus transmission
is dependent on the sort of face-mask used (Surgical,
k95, homemade, and bare). Until the virus is completely
destroyed, daily use of face masks is crucial for infection
prevention and protection against airborne infectious
germs. This approach not only determines whether or
not someone is wearing a mask, but also determines
whether or not a face mask is worn properly. The danger
varies according to the type of face mask used, the
© 2022 Global Journals
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droplets produced by an infected person when they speak,
sneeze, or cough. So, to combat virus transmission, the World
Health Organization (WHO) has imposed severe regulations
such as mandatory face mask use and social segregation in
public spaces. The ’Human Tracking and Profiling for Risk
Management System (HTPRM)’ is an online application that
identifies the risk associated with failing to follow proper health
practices. This proposed approach, which is divided into four
components, utilizes ’You Only Live Once YOLO (V3)’ to detect
face-mask danger, which would be determined based on two
factors: wearing the face mask properly and the type of mask
(Surgical, k95, homemade, and bare). The second phase is to
use Open CV and SSD-Mobilenet to evaluate the value of a
one-meter space (Social Distance) between people. The
system recognizes the maximum number of individuals that
can be in the vicinity of the specific hall that uses YOLO( V3)
and image processing as the third procedure. In the last
processing, the system identifies each person’s behavior,
classifies it as uncommon or not, and calculates the risk
associated with each category. Finally, the system computes
the overall risk and generates a warning alarm to notify the
user that they are in a dangerous scenario.
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average risk is determined as well. This research will
conduct an in-depth examination of the usage of masks
to prevent the transmission of the lethal coronavirus.
This version introduces a novel multi - facemask
detection in real-time. Finally, the Human Tracking and
Profiling system calculates the average risk associated
with four components and then calculates the total
average risks involved with those four components.
II.

Literature Review
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The main intention is to implement automated
Human tracking and profiling for risk management
application to avoid speed of spreading the virus
infections in the world. Social Distance Risk, Face-mask
risk, Density Risk and Human Actions and behaviors
10 Risk are the main four components to minimize the
percentage of deaths due to viruses. Lot of applications
developed for analysis the risk and get the crowd/
visitors count in the frame but there is not single system
to analysis the density risk in a particular area to
minimize the spreading viruses among people. In the
current pandemic situation in world, one Deep-CNN
Crowd Counting Model for enforcing social distancing
application is implemented in Saudi Arabia’s public
places for avoid spreading the viruses among peoples
[1]. Actually, above proposed method is based on CNN
model to count people who appear in video frames in
public places [1]. Another, people counting system
developed in post COVID-19,which is counting people
through infrared detection and this system count and
update based on people moving in/out through the
area/premise [2]. There already exists a few work that
pedestrian counting systems [[3], [4]]. so, in this
proposed density risk solution go beyond above
systems and in the first step, a video first frame user
[system owner] must selects the area where he/she
wants to measure the density risk using four mouse
click points. Then according to area width and length
system estimate the maximum people/visitors count
allowed in that area. After that, system take the real time
total people/visitors count inside the user selected area
(where user wants to measure the density risk) in each
video frames and system comparing the these both real
time people count, and maximum people count allowed
in this area and analysis get density risk. If the real
people count is higher than the maximum people count
allowed in the area, then that area is a high-risk place.
This is the novelty of density risk analysis. When it
comes to the face-mask risk, the majority of the
research studies reviewed focused exclusively on
identifying the face mask. Researchers used a variety of
machine learning and deep learning algorithms to
assess whether or not they were wearing a face mask.
Using image processing, the device developed by a
team led by S. Balaji detected the passengers’
facemasks [9]. Additionally, the team, which includes
© 2022 Global Journals

Amit Chavda, has presented a method that uses a
Convolutional Neural Network to detect individuals who
use facemasks [7] and some of research papers used
to detect facemask by utilizing Faster-RCNN [[6], [8],
[10]]. Numerous devices have been proposed and
implemented to detect facemasks using various
methodologies, however analysers all have significant
limitations. Numerous facemask types have been
introduced to the market. Even if individuals are
masked, it is impossible to demonstrate that they are
passing hatred from one individual to another. This is
because they must cover their nose and mouth and
secure it beneath their chin, even if they are wearing a
mask. Additionally, it clings snugly to their chin. The
National Center for Immunization and Respiratory
Diseases (NCIRD) has confirmed that the viral
transmission rate varies between different types of
masks. Certain masks are designed and tested to
ensure consistent performance in preventing the
transmission of COVID-19. These masks are labeled
with the criteria they comply with. KN95 masks provide
approximately 98.5% protection, whereas surgical
masks provide 56.1 percent protection. Some folks
make their homemade masks. This results in a 51.4%
guard. We concentrated on that and identified the
facemask as surgical, KN95, and homemade using the
YOLO principle (V3). Thus, our proposed system
analyzes the multi-person real-time face mask type and
analyzes the risk of face masks and unmasking.
According to the investigation, if it exceeds 75%, it is
considered a risky zone. As soon as it becomes a risky
area, the head of the location is warned through SMS.
Another important aspect of human profiling and
estimating for risk management systems is the
estimation of human actions and behaviors. In the study
publications, systems to detect an individual’s activity
were introduced, but systems to recognize the action of
a group of individuals were not found. Zhe Cao and
colleagues focused on a critical component of acquiring
a deep understanding of humans in photos and videos:
human two-dimensional posture estimation—or the
difficulty of localizing anatomical important points or
”parts.” Human estimating has always been primarily
concerned with locating individuals’ body components
[14]. Federico Angelini and his colleagues proposed
Action Pose: a two-dimensional pose-based technique
for human action recognition at the pose level [15].
They retrieved low-level and high-level features fo the
Action XPose from the human body posture and fed
them into a LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory Neural)
Network and a 1D Convolutional Neural Network for
classification. Action XPose, a 2D pose-based algorithm
for posture-level Recogninizing Human Action, was
introduced by Zeyu Fu and his team [16]. However, our
suggested system recognizes the action of human and
classifies actions such as leap, run, and walk. The risk is
assessed based on the classification of human behavior

Methodology

Fig. 1: Overall System diagram
According to the system overview diagram
Fig.1, initially system gets CCTV footage as a input and
same CCTV footage goes through four sub risk analysis
functions separately and estimate the risk status. For the
estimating the overall risk percentage, divide the 100%
equally among four sub functions and each function
gets 25%. if one function is totally violating, then added
each sub function 25% percentage to the total overall
risk. finally if the total risk percentage is greater than
75% email will be send, informing that area will be a
risky place.
a) Density Risk Analysis

Fig. 2: An image of a density risk system overview
The proposed system analysis the density risk
in a particular area at a particular time. According to
Fig.2 the system gets video frames as input and then
in the first video frame user must select the area where
they want to measure the density risk using four mouse
click points. Then this area is a Polygon shape rectangle
area. Then according to the width and length of the

Fig. 3: Example for maximum people estimation
b) Social Distance Risk Analysis
Proposed method was developed to detect the
safety distance between people in public areas. The
CNN based methods such as YOLO (You look only
once), SSD (Single shot Detector) computer vision and
machine learning techniques are employed in this
project. SSD Object Detection extracts feature map
using a base deep learning network, which are CNN
based classifiers, and applies convolution filters to finally
detect objects. Here are the steps. Mainly the open
source open-cv is used to divide video into small
frames. The SSD-MobileNet-caffe model which is used
to detect the objects and analyse the bounding boxes.

© 2022 Global Journals
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area, the system estimates the maximum people count
allowed in that particular area according to Fig.3 using
predefined formula. After that, the system takes the realtime people/visitors count inside the area in each video
frame. finally, the system comparing both the Maximum
people count and real-time people count inside the
area, and if the real-time people count higher than the
Maximum people count that area is a High-Risk area,
email will be send, informing that area will be a risky
place.
Object detection and tracking are one of the
main parts of this function.Yolov3 is used to detect an
object in the frame. Yolov3 is a unique neural network
that predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities
directly from complete images in a single evaluation.
The Yolov3 configure (cfg file) and weight file trained on
the detect 80 classes objects. However, People/visitors
type object detection is only needed for the density risk
estimation. So then did some transfer learning (hyperparameter changing – max batches, filters, classes) for
the Yolov3.cfg file (model architecture file) and re-trained
using Google’s Open Images, then generated the new
weight file and it used for the people/visitors object
detection in the video frames and also shapely python
libraries and Open CV techniques used for the estimate
the length and width of the area in the video frame.
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.To accomplish this, we use a computation algorithm
that we created ourselves. As with other systems, if
someone behave incorrectly, it sends a notification to
the location chief.
When analyzing the risk of social distance to get
a better accuracy this paper used the SSD-mobilnet
model. In each frame need to be more accurate.
Therefore to get better detection for bad visibility areas
used CLAHE prepossessing method to identify objects
[11]. Most of the researchers only considered about
detect social distance [13]. This paper is most related to
analyze the risk of percentage. Based on these
percentages, can easily detect whether the area is bad
or good.
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connect each joint for each related person. Deep Sort
algorithm is mainly used for track multi people.
ii. Recognize human Behaviours
This is the second part of this function. In this
function recognize the what are the human behaviours
using previously estimated human actions. To do that,
we used a machine learning model that we created
using more than 4100 image data as the data set.
Fig. 4: Steps for detect social distance
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For camera setup, It is shot from a fixed angle
as a video frame. Further, the video frame was viewed
as a forward view and converted to a two-dimensional
view for a more accurate assessment of the distance
12 measurement. This is the main workflow of the model
we use to determine social distance.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Consider an image/video
Divided into small framed
Pass an image to SSD-Mobilenet model
Extract the features of an image
Identify the objects
Used euclidean matrix to get each distance of
identified boundong boxes.

This algorithm calculates distances between people and
draw different colors of bounding boxes with fulfilling
above steps. Used SSD-MobileNet model for object
detection. For better detection for bad visibility areas
used CLAHE prepossessing method.
c) Human Behaviour Risk Analysis
This proposed Human Tracking and Profiling for
Risk Management another main part is Human
behaviour recognition part. Briefly in this part, Estimate
the human actions and then recognize what are the
actions using previously estimated actions. In this
scenario, mainly there are two main parts in the human
action recognition.
i. Human action estimation
In this part there are also two parts, Which is,
single person post estimation and multi person action
estimation. Multi-person action estimation is more
difficult than single person action estimation, Because,
there are more than one object should be locked in the
each frame. According to this proposed system we had
to use multi person human action estimation method.
There are lot of multi human action estimation method.
for a example, Open Pose, Alpha Pose , Deep Cut and
Mask RCNN. from them, Open Pose, and Deep sort
algorithm methods are used to develop this function,
Because, it gives more accuracy than other methods,
and there are more capable facility to get real time
human actions. And another advantage is, Open Pose
follows Bottom-Up approach. In the bottom-Up
approach, first initially detect the human joints and the

© 2022 Global Journals

d) Face Mask Risk Analysis
Facemask risk was monitored in real time using
a deep learning approach for detecting face masks. This
section identifies the type of facemask and calculates
the risk by comparing it to the recommended risk
values. Two distinct YOLO (V3) object detection models
are used to determine whether a face mask is present or
absent and to classify the type of face mask. YOLO is
an ingenious convolutional neural network (CNN) for
real-time object detection. The algorithm applies a
single neural network to the entire image, then divides it
into regions and predicts their bounding boxes and
probabilities. Here the feature maps are obtained by
81,79 and 91 convolutional neural network layers in
three detections. In this detection is accomplished by
applying detection kernels to feature maps of three
distinct sizes located in three distinct locations
throughout the network.
Due to the difficulty of obtaining a sufficiently
large dataset for training the two models, custom
datasets were used. A dataset of 6000 images was
used to classify four types of facemasks: Surgical,
KN95, Homemade, and Bare. Additionally, to determine whether or not to use facemasks, we used a
dataset of 4000 images. Where transfer learning was
used to train YOLO (V3) models using custom data.
Then, using Python, author created an
algorithm based on the risk value assigned by the
(NCIRD), Division of Viral Diseases. If the area is
dangerous, the head of location is notified via SMS.
Twilio’s Python library assists in creating a new instance
of the Message resource by allowing you to specify the
message’s To, From, and Body parameters.

Fig. 5: Method of face-mask detection
IV.

Results and Discussion

a) Density Risk Analysis
Yolov3 network was first trained with a single
class dataset of 4000 people images. So the dataset

Human Tracking and Profiling for Risk Management
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models to estimate the human actions. The main part of
this function is recognizing human actions using
estimated human actions. To do that we used over 4000
image data to train a model. After the training, we were
able to get a 98.3 percentage training accuracy and
95.9 percentage of test accuracy.

Year

only has one class, the maximum batch was set to
8000, the steps were set to 6400, 7200, and 18 filters in
the three convolutional layers before the YOLO layers,
and the number of classes in the YOLO layers was set
to 1 and also set network size width 608 height 608 in
Yolov3.cfg file. Map value test on 500 people images
and got 85% map value for our yolov3 trained model [5].
Table I [5] compares our Yolov3 approach to a variety of
different object detection methods in terms of mAP.Fig.6
shows the results of the density risk estimation. if the
real-time visitors count inside the area is higher than the
maximum count that area is a high-risk area and an
email is sent to the nearest police station.
Model
Our YOLOv3
Alexey AB YOLOv3
R-CNN

Dataset

MAP (%)

Google Open Images
Pascal Voc
Pascal Voc

85.0%
87.0%
53.2%

Fig. 6: Final output of Density Risk detection
b) Social Distance Risk Analysis
Social Distance Algorithm is a method for
controlling epidemic diseases. People use social
distance to protect in any epidemic circumstance. This
system calculates distances between people and draws
various border colors for three risk degrees. Used SSDMobile Net model for object detection. The accuracy of
developed model SSD-Mobilenet was 92.8 percentage.
Authors tested the proposed model using a video
stream and images. In each frames were also labelled
as unsafe and safe accordingly. To bad visibility areas
proposed using CLAHE prepossessing technique. It is
vital to have individuals moving continuously while
utilizing the webcam, or else the detection will be wrong.

Fig. 7: Final output of social distance detection

Fig. 8: Final output of Human behaviour Recognition
According to above Fig.8, we can get a clear
and good idea about the result of this Human Behaviour
recognizing function.
d) Face Mask Risk Analysis
The wearing of masks correctly and consistently
is a vital step that everyone can take to avoid
contracting and spreading COVID-19. Masks are most
effective when everyone wears them, but not all masks
offer the same level of protection. Consider how well a
mask fits, how well it filters the air, and how many layers
it has when purchasing one. For the purpose of this
research, the data sets which have two classes (MASK
and No Mask) and four classes (Surgical, KN95,
homemade and bare) were obtained. For the facemask
risk detection using facemask type, a YOLO(v3) model
was pre-trained with Pytorch Geometric using custom
dataset imported from YOLO v3 achieving a train mean
average precision of 99.24% and test mean average
precision of 73% with 6000 images in training and 2000
test images under 4 classes in validating the model.
Figure 10 is shown it efficiently. With these findings, our
model has also demonstrated success in detecting face
masks in images beyond the our training and validation
range. We initialized our learning rate at (LR=0.001), the
number of training epochs at (EPOCHES = 45000), and
the batch size at (BS = 64) for the testing phrase. Figure
9 depicts various scenarios for detecting different sorts
of face masks in real time from a live-stream.
Additionally, Table 1 discusses the importance of
performance indicators in gaining a better knowledge of
how suggested models behave throughout the testing
process. The result analysis demonstrates that our
suggested approach for face mask detection based on
several types of masks performs really well despite the
fact that testing data is limited.

c) Human Behaviour Risk Analysis
Another main part in this system is Human
behaviour risk analysing. To estimate the human
actions, we mainly used two pre-trained Open Pose
© 2022 Global Journals
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Fig. 9: Final output of Facemask detection
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Fig. 10: Results of several performance key metrics
based on the prediction of various training data-set
e) Overall Risk Calculation
The authors were unable to obtain individual
outputs for this system after considering the above
situations (Social distance Risk, Social Density Risk,
Human Behavior Risk, and face mask Risk). Because
different health guidelines infractions can occur in the
same public space As a result, overall risk must be
estimated utilizing social distance risk, social density
risk, human behavior risk, and face mask risk. The
authors provide a new formula to calculate the overall
risk using each functionality.

facemask with facemask type respectively 85.0 %, 73.0
%. To detect human behavior the system got 95.0%
present of test accuracy. Our social distancing risk
detection and estimating area length and width for
density risk detection did not use correct camera
calibration, which means that pixel distances to
measurable real units were not (easily) mapped to (i.e.,
meters, feet, etc.). Therefore, the first step to improving
our social distancing risk detection and estimating area
length and width for density risk from the distance
between our social systems is therefore to use a good
camera calibration. That way, the results will be better
and can calculate measurable units actually (rather than
pixels).This work can be used as the basis for estimating
the risk of each function. In the end, we are come up
with the four individual average risks. Based on that we
are calculating the total risk for a particular place.
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(CNN), screen content image (SCI), image quality
assessment (IQA), no-reference IQA (NR-IQA).

I

I.

Introduction

mage quality assessment is a subject of extensive
analysis over the last four decades. Different
multimedia applications streaming images and videos
like Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Twitter, Face book,
Share Chat, etc. are gaining more popularity day by day.
With the increasing availability of Internet all over the
world, the usage of these applications is increasing
rapidly. So, these applications requires quality
assessment to be done on their content so that they
can provide quality content on their platform. This helps
to improve customer visual experience on their
respective plat- forms. The main aim of image quality
assessment is to quantitatively measure the perceived
quality of digital and natural photographs. The
acquisition, transmission, storage, post-processing, or
compression of images brings different distortions, such
as Gaussian blur (GB), Gaussian white noise (WN), or
blocking artifacts. WN is added while taking pictures at
night with a mobile, GB occurs if not focusing correctly
before taking the shot.

Author α σ: University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering.
e-mails: dilipcd1997@gmail.com, venkateshm.uvce@bub.ernet.in

II.

Related Work

This section provides a brief detail of the
exisiting no-reference and reference image quality
assessment techniques. Li et al. [1] proposed a new
multiscale directional transform, basically a shearlet
transform used to extract simple features from distorted
images. Then these primary features are used to explain
the nature of original images and distorted images.
Then, stacked autoencoders are used to
amplify the primary features and make them more
distinguishable.

© 2022 Global Journals
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Based on IQA results, decisions can be taken
on compression ratio for these digital images before
storing them in servers for streaming purpose as well as
deciding which image will be good to be published on
the online platform. A dependable IQA technique can
help assess the quality of photos downloaded from the
web, as well as measure the accuracy of image
processing techniques precisely, such as superresolution and image compression from a human’s
perspective. The IQA algorithms are categorized into 3
groups, based upon the usage of reference image: no
reference IQA (NR-IQA), reduced-reference IQA (RRIQA) and full-reference IQA (FR-IQA). The performance
of these algorithms is NR-IQA, RR-IQA, and FR-IQA, in
order of increasing accuracy. However, since pristine
images are not available in most of the real time
situation, NR-IQA is most suitable method. The image
quality assessed using no-reference (NR) IQA
algorithms does not require knowledge of the original
image. The image quality assessed using reducedreference (RR) IQA methods requires only a few details
about the original image. Full-reference (FR) algorithms
need both a distorted image and a reference image as
input and produce a quality rating for the distorted
image in comparison to the original image. The most
common technique to FR-IQA is to first calculate the
local pixel-wise differences between reference image
and distorted image. Finally, combine these local
calculations into a single scalar value to represent the
overall quality difference. Example of FR-IQA algorithms
are: Structural Similarity Index Mean (SSIM), the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean-squared error
(MSE). Unlike FR-IQA, in NR-IQA the quality is measured
using the features obtained from the distorted images
and the subjective quality scores.
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Abstract- In the current world, user experience in various
platforms matters a lot for different organizations. But
providing a better experience can be challenging if the
multimedia content on online platforms is having different
kinds of distortions which impact the overall experience of
the user. There can be various reasons behind distortions
such as compression or minimal lighting condition while
taking photos. In this work, a deep CNN-based Non-Screen
Content and Screen Content NR-IQA framework is proposed
which solves this issue in a more effective way. The framework
is known as DNSSCIQ. Two different architectures are
proposed based upon the input image type whether the input
is a screen content or non-screen content image. This work
attempts to solve this by evaluating the quality of such images.
The proposed model can be used for both screen content as
well as non-screen content image to calculate the image
quality score. The performance of the proposed framework
was calculated using different datasets like LIVE IQA, LIVE
MUL and IVL and it is found that the model is giving state-ofthe-art results for all these datasets. Experiments were
conducted to find the performance results for various
distortion types in LIVE IQA dataset.
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Mittal et al. [2] proposed a NSS-based
distortion-generic IQA model. This model works best in
the spatial domain. BRISQUE does not calculate the
distortion-specific features, such as blur, blocking, or
ringing. Rather, it uses scene statistics of locally
normalized luminance coefficients to quantify losses of
naturalness in the image.
Li et al. [3] trained a general regression neural
network (GRNN) to assess the quality of image, relative
to the human subjective opinion, across a diverse range
of distortion types. The features used for assessing the
quality of the image include gradient of the distorted
image, entropy of phase congruency image, mean value
of the phase congruency image, and entropy of the
distorted image.
Moorthy and Bovik [4] introduced DIIVINE
18
(Distortion Identification-based Image Verity and INte
grity Evaluation). This algorithm evaluates the quality of
a distorted image without the original images. It is a 2stage based technique where image distortion identifycation is done first and then image quality assessment
is done based on distortion type.
Tang et al. [5] presented a framework, where
potentially neither the degradation process nor the
ground truth image is known. The method is based on a
set of low-level image features. The image quality
characteristics are derived from original image
measurement and texture statistics. Here, a machine
learning technique is used to learn a mapping from
these features to the subjective quality scores.
Doermann et al. [6] obtained the basic feature
set by the extraction of local features. Then, using the
features from the CSIQ database, by adopting K-means
clustering, the codebooks with 100 centers was
retained. In the mean time, the method proposes high
order features: variance, mean, and skewness. The
input features are used to get distances to K clusters.
Then the method performs regression over three
distances. It is sensitive to diverse distortion types.
Fang et al. [7] proposed a quality assessment
methodology based on statistical structural and
luminance features (NRSL). The evaluations were done
on 4 synthetically and 3 naturally distorted image
datasets. In terms of high correlation with human
subjective judgments, the employed NRSL metric
compares favorably to relevant BIQA models. Support
vector regression was used to establish the complex
nonlinear relationship between feature space and quality
score. It was unable to use NRSL for various distortions
in chromatic component of the image.
Kim and Lee [8] proposed Deep Image Quality
Assessment (DeepQA) where the behavior of HVS is
analyzed from the data distribution of IQA datasets. The
sensitivity maps were evaluated for various distortion
types and degrees of distortion. Subjective score
requires reference images.
© 2022 Global Journals

Y. Li et al. [9] proposed SESANIA where
shearlet transform and deep neural networks (stacked
autoencoders) is used instead of conventional
regression machines. This framework is enhanced to
calculate the quality of image in local regions. Liu,
Weijer, and Bagdanov [10] used Siamese Network for
ranking images in order of image quality. The relative
image quality is known for which synthetically generated
distortions are used. This helps to solve the issue of the
limited size of the IQA dataset. These ranking image
sets can be constructed automatically without the
requirement of painful effort of labeling by human. This
technique uses synthetic images. Saad et al. [11]
introduced a Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) based
methodology which uses discrete cosine transform
(DCT) technique. This method was based on a Bayesian
technique to evaluate the image quality scores when
features retrieved from the image is given.
Kede Ma et al. [12] proposed an optimized
neural network for assessing blind image quality. First,
distortion is identified and then the quality prediction is
done using the features obtained during distortion
identification.
Fei Gao et al. [13] proposed Deep Similarity for
image quality assessment (Deep Sim) framework. First,
the features of the original and tested images are
received from Image Net pretrained VGGNet without any
further training. Then, the local similarities between the
features of those corresponding images are calculated.
At last, the local quality indices are eventually pooled
altogether to evaluate the quality index.
Min et al. [14] proposed the concept of multiple
pseudo reference images, which are generated from
distorted images by applying various levels of distortion.
As a result, the quality of a pseudo reference image
(PRI) is generally lower than that of its distorted
counterpart. The idea behind this methodology is to
generate a series of PRI by further degrading the
distorted image, and then use local binary patterns
(LBP) to calculate the similarity between them to
evaluate its quality.
Talebi and Milanfar [15] proposed a
convolutional neural network based methodology known
as NIMA which is used to predict the distribution of
human opinion scores. The network may be used to
score images in a way that closely resembles human
perception. Its goal is to forecast image technical and
aesthetic attributes.
Hou et al. [16] proposed a blind IQA that
directly learns qualitative evaluation and predicts scalar
values for general usage and fair comparison. Here, the
natural scene statistics features are used to represent
the images. A discriminative model is trained to
distinguish the characteristics into five ranks, that
correlate with five rational notion, i.e., bad, poor, fair,
good and excellent.
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III.

Motivation

The main motivation behind image quality
assessment is to quantify visual perception of humans
for image quality so that quality evaluation of images
can be done. Digital images intend to degrade during
the process from generation to consumption. Different
kind of distortions are introduced in the process of
transmission, post processing, or compression of
images such as white noise, Gaussian blur, or impeding
artifacts. This affects the visual experience of users while
seeing image content on various online websites. A
depend- able IQA algorithm can assist in quantifying the
quality of images acquired from the web and also helps
to measure the performance of image processing
algorithms precisely, such as image-compression and
super-resolution, from the point view of a human.
a) Drawbacks of Using CNNs to NR-IQA
Because of its high representation capability
and improved performance, convolutional neural
networks are the most popular type of neural networks
for working with image data. The quantity of the training
dataset has a major impact on the performance of
neural networks. However, compared to the most
frequent computer vision dataset, the currently available
IQA datasets are substantially smaller. In contrast to
classification datasets, IQA datasets necessitate a timeconsuming and sophisticated psychometric experiment.
Various data augmentation techniques, such as
horizontal reflection, rotation, and cropping, can be
employed to enhance the size of the training dataset.
The human visual system’s (HVS) perception process is
made up of several complex processes. It makes
training a deep learning model more difficult with a
limited dataset. The visual sensitivity of the HVS

changes with the spatial frequency of stimuli, and
texture prevents concurrent picture alterations.

•
•
•

For quantization, an image compression algorithm
can use quality as an optimization parameter.
Image transmission systems can be created to
assess quality and distribute different streaming
resources accordingly.
Image recommendation algorithms can be created
to rank photos according to perceptual image
quality.
Depending on the image quality desired, several
device characteristics for digital cameras can be
modified.

Problem Statement

IV.

Image Quality Assessment is different from
other image processing applications. Unlike segmentation, object detection or classification, preparing IQA
dataset is time-consuming and requires complicated
psychometric experiments. Therefore, the generation of
huge datasets is costly because it requires the
supervision of experts which are responsible of ensuring
the correct implementation of the experiments. The next
drawback is that data augmentation is not preferred
because the pixel structure of original images must not
be changed. In this paper, an image quality assessment
model is developed to calculate the quality of blind
images. The distorted images and their ground-truth
subjective scores are used for training the CNN model.
V.

Methodology

a) Image Normalization
Image normalization is required because it
ensures that the data distribution of each input pixel in
the image is consistent. This aids in convergence while
doing the training of the neural network. The mean is
subtracted from each pixel value, and the result is
divided by the standard deviation. Such data would be
distributed in a Gaussian distribution centered at zero.
The pixel numbers for image input must be positive. As
a result, the normalized data must be scaled in the
range [0,1] or [0,255]. First, preprocessing is done
where the input images are transformed into grayscale,
and then they are reduced from their low-pass filtered
images. The low-frequency image is retrieved by
downscaling the input image to 1/4 and upscaling it
again to the original image size. A Gaussian low-pass
filter along with subsampling was used to resize the
images. The reasons for this kind of normalization is that
image distortion doesn’t affect the low-frequency
component in images. For instance, GB removes highfrequency details, white noise (WN) introduces random
© 2022 Global Journals
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b) Applications of IQA
IQA has a diverse variety of computer vision
and image processing usage. For example:
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Bose et al. [17] proposed a neural network
based method for IQA that enables feature learning and
regression in an end-to-end framework. A siamese
network using CNN is used with both original and
distorted images as input for FR-IQA whereas one
branch of siamese network is discarded where the
distorted image is used as input for NR-IQA. It
incorporates a weighted average patch aggregation that
implements a method for pooling local patch qualities to
global image quality.
Based on selected feature similarity and
ensemble learning, Hammou et al. [18] suggested an
ensemble of gradient boosting (EGB) measure. To
characterise the perceptual quality distance between the
pristine and distorted/processed images, the features
obtained from various layers of deep CNN are analyzed.
Kang et al. [19] proposed a compact CNN for
calculating image quality and identifying distortions. The
parameter reduction at the fully connected layers makes
this model less prone to overfitting.
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high-frequency components to images, and blocking
artifacts introduces high-frequency edges. The
distortions caused by JPEG is due to excessive image
compression. The human visual sensitivity (HVS) is not
sensitive to a change in the low-frequency component of
the image. The sensitivity reduces rapidly at low
frequency.
There is the possibility of losing information
while applying a normalization scheme.
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b) Architecture
Model for Non-Screen Content IQA: Here a blind
image quality assessment method based on CNN is
proposed. The features from the CNN are used for a
final quality prediction. The design of the network
resembles the design of VGG-16 network. The
20 architecture of CNN for synthetic distortion is shown
below in figure 1. The existing dataset consists of a
subjective score for each distorted image. The model is
fine-tuned to evaluate the subjective scores once the
training of neural network is completed with enough
training data set. The proposed model is fine-tuned on
target subject-specific datasets using a variation of
stochastic gradient descent.
The kernel size of the convolutions is 3 x 3. A
kernel size of two is used in order to diminish the spatial
density in both directions by half. The nonlinear
activation function ReLU is used. The feature activations
of the final convolution layer’s are averaged globally
across spatial locations. At the end of the network, three
fully connected layers and the ReLU layer are added.

Fig. 1: Synthetic CNN
Model for Screen Content IQA: Here a model based on
neural network for screen content image quality
assessment called SCIQA is used. The SCI CNN
architecture is shown in figure 2. It consists of 8
convolution layers, 4 max-pooling layers, and 2 fully
connected layers. All convolution layers have a filter size
of 3 x 3 with stride of 1 pixel. A 2 x 2 pixel kernel with
stride of 2 pixels is used in each pooling layer. Each
convolutional layer’s boundary is padded with zeros to
improve network speed.

© 2022 Global Journals

Fig. 2: SCIQA Model
c) Subjective Score
After the model has been trained, it is used to
predict subjective scores for the distorted image. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, the trained network is connected to a
global average pooling layer before the fully connected
layers. A 128-dimensional feature vector is created by
averaging the feature map over the spatial domain. The
adaptive moment estimation optimizer (ADAM) was
used to change the normal stochastic gradient descent
approach for better optimization convergence.
VI.

Experiment Results and Analysis

a) Hardware and Software
The experiments has been conducted, and the
results were obtained with a laptop with Intel Processor,
8 GB RAM, and 512 GB SDD. As for software, we have
used Python as the programming language, and the
libraries such as TensorFlow, Keras, SciPy, Matplotlib,
etc. in the Jupyter Notebook. The input pipeline for the
model is created using TFDS API.
b) IQA Dataset
The IQA datasets consists of distorted images
along withtheir corresponding pristine images. It also
have subjective quality scores for distorted images
which is obtained after conducting a psychometric
experiments using human subjects. Human opinions are
taken for these distorted images with reference to
pristine images using some pre-defined range for quality
measurement. Various IQA datasets were utilized to
measure the performance of the proposed algorithm:
LIVE IQA dataset, LIVE multiply distorted (LIVE MD)
dataset, and UniMiB MD-IVL dataset. The summary of
datasets is given in Table I.
•
•

The LIVE IQA dataset consists of following types of
distortion: WN, JP2K compression, GB, and
Rayleigh fast-fading channel distortion [20][21][22].
The LIVE MD dataset consists of two categories of
images based on distortion combinations appplied.
First category has images distorted by GB along
with JPEG and the second category has images
distorted by combination of WN and GB [23].
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Table 1: Summary of IQA Datasets Used
Dataset

References

Distortion

Total Samples

LIVE IQA
LIVE MD
MD-IVL

29
15
10

5
2
2

982
450
400

c) Evaluation Metrics
Unlike traditional pixel-based metrics like PSNR,
SSIM, etc. which were used in the past for evaluating
IQA algorithms, here the evaluation of the IQA algorithm
is done using two statistical measures: SROCC and
PLCC i.e., Spearman’s rank- order correlation coefficient
and Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient respectively.
The PLCC is calculated using the following formula:

Distortion Type

PLCC

SROCC

JPEG
JP2K
GB
WN
FF

0.9713
0.9759
0.9767
0.9881
0.9748

0.9551
0.9686
0.9713
0.9918
0.9622

In Table II, the PLCC and SROCC values are
compared based on the individual distortion type using
DNSSCIQ frame- work.

2022

Cardinal rating is provided by human observer
for all distorted images corresponding to their reference
images in the dataset from a pre-defined scale which is
considered as Mean Opinion Score (MOS). Hence, each
distorted image in the dataset has a corresponding
ground-truth subjective quality score.

Table 2: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for
different distortion types on LIVE IQA Dataset using
DIQA [25] framework

Table 3: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for
different distortion types on LIVE IQA Dataset using
DNSSCIQ framework
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Distortion Type

PLCC

SROCC

JPEG
JP2K
GB
WN
FF

0.9827
0.9693
0.9727
0.9881
0.9413

0.9624
0.9656
0.9697
0.9918
0.9447

Figure 3 shows the comparison of SROCC and
PLCC values for various distortion types in the LIVE IQA
dataset using DNSSCIQ framework.

(1)

where Sˆi and Si are the predicted and ground-truth
subjective scores of the ith image, and µSˆ and µS
denote the mean of each. The SROCC is calculated
using the following formula:
(2)

where n denotes the number of images and is the
difference between predicted score and ground-truth
score of image.
d) Results and Analysis
i. Performance on Individual Distortion Types
There are 5 distortion types in LIVE IQA dataset.
The distortion types are Fast Fading (FF), JPEG,
Gaussian Blur (GB), JP2K, and White Noise (WN).The
PLCC and SROCC values for each individual distortion
type is evaluated using the DIQA [25] framework. In
Table II the PLCC and SROCC values are compared
based on the individual distortion type using DIQA
framework. For WN, the PLCC and SROCC values are
highest whereas for JPEG, it is the lowest. Since JPEG
affects the image less compared to other distortion
types, so the highest values are for WN distortion type.

Fig. 3: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for
various distortion types using DNSSCIQ framework
Table 4: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for
different model depth on LIVE IQA Dataset
Model Depth

PLCC

SROCC

5
6
7
8
9
10

0.9699
0.9769
0.9799
0.9809
0.9767
0.9792

0.9649
0.9712
0.9752
0.9742
0.9738
0.9730

ii. Effect of Model Depth
To determine the influence of model depth, six
models with different numbers of convolution layers of
DIQA [25] was used.
Convolution layers 1 to 4 and convolution layer
8 was used for the shortest setting. After the Conv6
layer, two 3 × 3 convolution layers with 64 filters were
appended in the longest setting. Figure 4 shows the
© 2022 Global Journals
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The IVL dataset is generated from 10 reference
images which is selected from various samples
both in terms of low-level features (frequencies,
colors) and high level features [24]. This dataset
consists of multiple distorted images with 400
images distorted by noise and JPEG distortions.
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accuracy comparison among the models on the LIVE
IQA dataset.

Fig. 5: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for
various IQA datasets using DNSSCIQ framework
Fig. 4: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values
according to model depth
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Table III shows the PLCC and SROCC values
22 for different model depth. When the depth was 5, the
PLCC and SROCC values were the lowest. When the
depth is increased, the correlation coefficient got
saturated around 0.97. This may cause overfitting when
more convolution layers are used. Hence, it is
concluded that the 8 convolutional layers are good
enough for the proposed framework.
iii. Performance on Individual Datasets
The different datasets are used for evaluating
the proposed algorithm. The evaluation metrics such as
PLCC and SROCC are used. The datasets are having
various types of distortions. In some datasets, various
distortion types are combine to produce the distorted
image. The DIQA method is evaluated on three different
IQA dataset individually. The datasets used are LIVE
IQA, LIVE MD and MD IVL. Table V shows the
comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for individual
datasets using DIQA method. For LIVE IQA dataset, the
PLCC and SROCC values are highest
The DNSSCIQ method is evaluated on three
different IQA dataset individually. The datasets used are
LIVE IQA, LIVE MD and MD IVL. Table VI shows the
comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for individual
datasets using DNSSCIQ
Table 5: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for
different IQA Datasets using DIQA framework.
Dataset

PLCC

SROCC

LIVE IQA
LIVE MD
MD IVL

0.9809
0.9545
0.9622

0.9742
0.9561
0.9617

iv. Reliability Map
To find the effect of reliability map, the outputs
of various configuration is shown in Table VII. It shows
that there is an improvement in performance when
reliability map is used. Reliability map helps to create
homogeneity across the image irrespective of lowfrequency components or high-frequency components
in the distorted image. This provides the information
about the importance of reliability map.
Table 7: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values with
and without Reliability Maps
Reliability Map

PLCC

SROCC

w/o
w

0.9545
0.9809

0.9561
0.9742

v. NR-IQA Methods
In Table VIII, the PLCC and SROCC metrics of
different methods are compared. The different methods
are Deep CNN Based Blind Image Quality Predictor
(DIQA) [25], Synthetic Convolutional Neural Net- work
(S-CNN) and Screen Content Image Quality Assessment
Table 8: Comparison of PLCC and SROCC values for
different method on LIVE IQA Dataset (SCIQA). The
S-CNN is having highest PLCC and SROCC values.
Method

PLCC

SROCC

DIQA
S-CNN
SCIQA

0.9809
0.9867
0.9338

0.9742
0.9799
0.9229

Figure 6 shows the reference image on the left
and distorted image with gausssian blur on the right.
The image is obtained from LIVE IQA dataset.

Table 6: Comparison of PLCC and SRCC values for
different IQA Datasets using DNSSCIQ
Dataset

PLCC

SRCC

LIVE IQA
LIVE MD
MD IVL

0.9867
0.9656
0.9696

0.9799
0.9685
0.9702

The PLCC and SROCC values are compared for
various IQA datasets like LIVE, LIVE MD and MD IVL in
figure 5.
© 2022 Global Journals

Fig. 6: Reference Image on left and Distorted Image
(Gaussian Blur) on right
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vii. Loss Graph
Figure 9 shows loss vs. epoch graph. Here
mean squared error is used as loss function. The loss
decreases as the number of epochs increases during
training. The performance of the model improves with
decrease in the loss.

Fig. 7: Reference Image, Distorted Image (Gray Scale),
Error Map, Reliability Map, Perceptual Error Map, and
Sensitivity Map
vi. Correlation Plot
Correlation plot shows the correlation between
any numerical variables. The correlation coefficient is
calculated to determine the correlation between two
variables.
Figure 8 shows the correlation plot of ground
truth and predicted subjective scores. The ground truth
scores are pro- vided in the dataset for each distorted
image and DNSSCIQ
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I.

Introduction

ashmiri or Koshur is a Dardic language subgroup
from Indo-Aryan, spoken by over seven million
Kashmiris [Wikipedia]. There are many accents
Spoken in Kashmir. There are some major accents and
some minor accents in this language. This leads to
diversity in the language and adds to its beautiful
sounds and variations. The aim of this research is to
classify these different accents. Although many accents
are being spoken in this language, for this research, we
have classified the prominent accents belonging to
Kupwara,
Srinagar,
Islamabad,
Shopian,
and
Bandipora. The proposed approach is on the basis of
using Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) and training
Neural networks on the images of features extracted
from the audio files. The features are Mel- spectrogram
and MFCCs. Our approach uses CNN as the classifier
and MFCCs, Mel spectrograms as Features. Three
types of MFCCs are extracted, 13, 24 and 36. We got
excellent results on our dataset.
Accent classiﬁcation refers to the problem of
inferring the native language of a speaker from his or her
foreign accented speech. Identifying idiosyncratic
differences in speech production is important for
Author: e-mail: mallashehzen786@gmail.com
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improving the robustness of existing speech analysis
systems. For example, automatic speech recognition
(ASR) systems exhibit lower performance when
evaluated on foreign accented speech. By developing
pre-processing algorithms that identify the accent, these
systems can be modiﬁed to customize the recognition
algorithm to the particular accent [1] [2]. In addition to
ASR applications, accent identi ﬁcation is also useful for
forensic speaker proﬁling by identifying the speaker’s
regional origin and ethnicity in applications involving
targeted marketing [3] [4]. In this paper we propose a
method for classiﬁcation of 11 accents directly from the
speech acoustics.
For example, Deshpande et al. used GMMs
based on formant frequency features to discriminate
between standard American English and Indian
accented English [6]. Chen et al. explored the effect of
the number of components in GMMs on classiﬁcation
performance [7]. Tang and Ghorbani compared the
performance of HMMs with Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for accent classiﬁcation [8]. Kumpf and King
proposed to use linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for
identiﬁcation of three accents in Australian English [9].
Artiﬁcial neural networks, especially Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) and CNNs have been widely used in state-ofthe-art speech systems and Image Processing Systems
[10] [11] [12] [13]; however,in the area of accent
identiﬁcation, there are only a few studies evaluating the
performance of neural networks [14] [15]. Nonetheless,
in a related area, language identiﬁcation (LID), neural
networks have been investigated exhaustively [16] [17]
[18].In a recent paper [19], where they used
spectrograms for accent classification and speaker
recognition and achieved an accuracy of 92%. Inspired
by their work, we also propose to use Mel-Spectrograms
and MFCCs for our research
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
section 2, we discuss the collection and making of
dataset. In section 3, we discuss proposed system and
discuss in detail the features that we have used for our
research. In section 4, we discuss the experiments and
show our results and finally in section 5, we conclude
our research.
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Abstract- Automatic identification of accents is important in
today’s world, where we are souranded by ASR systems.
Accent classification is the problem of knowing the native
place of a person from the way He/She speaks the language
into consideration. Accents are present in almost all the
languages and it forms an important part of the language.
Accents are produced from prosodic and articulation
characteristics; in this research the aim is to classify accents
of Kashmir Language. We have considered using the MFCC
and Mel spectrograms for our research. A lot of research has
been done for languages like English and is being done in this
field and many models of machine learning and deep learning
have shown state of the art results, but this problem is new for
Kashmiri Language. The accents in Kashmir, vary from area to
area and we have chosen 6 areas as our classes. We
extracted the features from the audio data, converted those
features into Images and then used the CNN architectures as
our model. This research can be taken as base research for
further researches in this language. Our custom models
achieved the loss of 0.12 and accuracy of 98.66% on test data
using Mel spectrograms, which is our best for our features.
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II.

Dataset
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a) Collection of Dataset
Data is very important in every machine learning
and deep learning project or deep learning research.
The data, we required for our research was, the audio
files of people speaking some sentences that we
choose. These sentences, to some extent captured a
wide range of accent changes in the spoken Kashmiri
Language. In total, 20 sentences were chosen for
research purposes and people were recorded speaking
these sentences in their native accents of Kashmir
language. The data was collected from 5 districts or
areas of Kashmir and all these files were saved with the
extension of 'ogg', which in preprocessing, were changed
to 'wav' format. In total, we got almost100 voice samples
26 from each area and thus we had, 500 total voice
samples of these sentences spoken by different people.
b) Making of dataset
The data we had, were audio files and we
decided on getting the MFCC and Mel-Spectrograms
from these audio files. So, our final dataset consisted of
images of MFCC and Mel-Spectrograms. Since deep
learning models require huge amount of data, we had to
augment the data to increase the size of our dataset.
There are many great techniques of augmenting the
data, when it comes to images and audio. Since the
images were of features, we could not use the normal
augmentation techniques like distortion, rotation and
many more[reference]. A special kind of augmentation
known as specAugment [20], which produces
augmented images on spectrograms was used. This
augmentation performed following operations on the
Images of Mel-Spectrograms. 1) Frequency masking is
where certain part of the frequency is masked out, and
2) Time masking, where certain part of time is masked
out. Even though, we performed augmentation on MelSpectrogram images, the data was not enough. so,
we had to perform the augmentation on the audio files
also. The audio files were augmented by increasing the
speed, pitch and amplitude of the audio files, thus
giving somewhat variability in the initial dataset of
audio files.
After performing, such augmentations we had
large sufficient dataset for deep learning.
III.

Proposed System

a) Architecture
We used CNN based architecture with ReLU
activation function for internal nodes and SoftMax
function to output the probability distribution of output
classes. CNN [19] models show state of the art
performance with image data. Since our motive was to
extract the features from the audio data and plot them
as images and then those images were input to the
model, so we chose the model based on CNN
© 2022 Global Journals

architecture. Our model has, six convolution layers and
six Maxpooling layers, with 5 dense layers and a flatten
layer.
[image of model] Accuracy and loss varied
based on the feature used and learning rate of the model.
We choose different learning rates based on different
features that were input to the model. Our models were
trained on learning rates between 0.001 to 0.0001
b) Features Used
Many features have been used in researches of
audio processing. We decided to keep our research
simple so we decided on two features, MFCC and Mel
Spectrograms. MFCC have been found to perform well in
case audio classification [21] purposes and Mel
spectrograms and Spectrograms have also shown such
performance
in
many
cases
[19]. Different
number of coefficients can be used, mostly 13 are taken.
The selection of such number of constants, depends on
the problem in hand. We experimented on various
number of coefficients and finally decided on 13, 24 and
36 coefficients. These features were extracted and
plotted as images and then such images were input to
our model.
Mel Spectrograms - A Mel spectrogram is a
spectrogram that converts the frequencies to the Mel
scale. When the spectrogram from the audio file is
plotted using Mel scale, we get the Mel-Spectrogram.
These spectrograms were plotted as images, same as
the MFCCs and given input to the model.
All these operations of feature extraction were
done using librosa library [22], which makes working
with audio very easy.
IV.

Experimental Setup And Results

Different experiments were performed on
different features and different learning rates were set
during the training of the models.
The features, were stored in two ways Images of the features were generated, and in
other features were extracted and a dimension was
added, no image was generated and the features were
stored in JSON data format. Below, we show the results
of various experiments:
a) Experiment 1
This Experiment was done using images of Mel
spectrograms and MFCC for the CNN having 3 color
channels. In this experiment, the images were generated
from the audio files. Those images were saved and later
were loaded back into the model. The models were
trained on those images and evaluated on the validation
and testing sets.
i. Mel Spectrograms
The below figure shows the metrices graphically
and we can conclude from the graph that the model is
showing state of art results on our data.

Acoustic Features based Accent Classification of Kashmiri Language using Deep Learning

Validation
Accuracy

Mel Spectrograms

0.0392

0.9848

0.04
0.031
0.06

0.98
0.99
0.97

MFCC 13
MFCC 24
MFCC 36

Fig. 1: Plot of Metrics of trainig data

From the above table, we can see that the 24
constants performed slightly better than the others on
validation data.
Using the images as input to the model, MelSpectrograms and MFCC 24 constant features
performed better than the other features.
b) Experiment 2
This experiment was done using Json files of
extracted features and giving to CNN having 1 color
channel.
In this experiment, the features were extracted
and were saved in JSON files. No Images were
generated for this data. Then the features were loaded
back and the model was trained on these features. The
below table show the Testing accuracies and testing
Losses for various features extracted from audio files.

Fig. 2: Plot of metrics of validation data.
The above figure shows the metrices for the
validation set. All these metrices were evaluated for the
model which uses spectrogram images as the input.

Fig. 3: Metric Scores for testing data.
These above results were calculated on the
testing data and we can conclude that our model
performed much better than expected and showed state
of the art performance on our data.
ii.

MFCCs
The MFCC features were extracted from the
audio files and plotted as images and these Images
were saved and loaded at the time of model training.
The following figures show the accuracies and losses
with respect to the epochs. Three types of constants
were extracted and same model was trained on these
images generated from the audio files. The training was
done using the training data, and validated on validated.
Following table shows our results.

Table 2: Testing Loss and Testing Accuracy for Various
Features [JSON]
Feature

Testing Loss

Testing Accuracy

MFCC 13
MFCC 24
MFCC 36

0.086
0.110
0.507

0.87
0.87
0.865

c) Experiment 3
This experiment was done by splitting the audio
files in the chunks of 2 seconds.
In this experiment the audio was splitted into
two second chunks a The Mel spectrograms features
were extracted from the splitted audio files and then
saved as images and as well as JSON files. Following
accuracies and Losses were calculated on validation
data.
Table 3: Validation Loss and Accuracy for 2 Sec
Splitted Data
Type of
Feature
Images
JSON files

V.

Validation
Loss

Validation
Accuracy

0.0331
0.069

0.98
0.97

Conclusion

This research paper proposes a solution to the
accent classification for Kashmiri Language using
Convolutional Neural networks. The solution is based on
deep learning techniques using CNNs that adapt to the
multi-dimensional data. CNNs provide solution to this
© 2022 Global Journals
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Table 1: Validation losses and Validation accuracies for
Different features [images]
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5.
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problem using the supervised approach where they first
undergo training session during which they are fed with
labelled data from which they learn the relationships in
the data and attain the learning capability. In later stage,
they are presented with unseen data of same domain
and are able to make remarkable inferences from this
unseen data by utilizing the attained learning capability.
In addition to reporting the state-of-art classification
results, its accuracy is also remarkable. In our research,
we can conclude that the models and the data that we
used, the Mel Spectrograms performed better and
showed better performance than the MFCCs, also we
saw that the images with 3 color channels performed
better than the features that were saved with extended
dimension. Overall we can conclude, our model showed
28 state of the art performance for the Accent classification
of Kashmiri Language with five output classes.
VI.

7.

Future Improvements

There is a lot of improvement to be done in this
field of research. Since, this is the first research in this
language, as we could not find any other research
related to Kashmiri language, so the area of
improvement is vast. We propose following
enhancements for this research• Collection of more data for efficient model training
a. The dataset can be increased in size
b. The dataset can be in such a way, that it
captures the maximum of the features and
variations present in the language.
• The model can be made more complex and more
sophisticated that would be able to handle more
data and not underfit.
• Making efficient model for being able to capture
most of the features of accent classification
• Improving the classification error and thus being
able to classify wide range of the language.
• Making use of different architectures and
techniques available for making the overall
application most fruitful.
• The classification classes can be increased to more
than 5 accents or regions.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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I. Introduction

achine Learning (ML) indicates a research area
within Artificial Intelligence needs to create
systems capable of autonomous learning
without being specifically programmed to carry out this
task [1]. This step introduces a new programming
vision, in which the goal is no longer to feed input to
receive an output from the machine but to allow it to
make decisions autonomously.
Deep Learning (DL) is a machine learning
technique used to build Artificial Intelligence (AI)
systems [2]. It is a technology that creates learning
models on several levels. Deep learning systems allow a
representation of information at various levels in a
hierarchical way and build models that exploit large
amounts of visual media data. The learning of data
takes place through the use of statistical calculation
algorithms. The inspiring principle was to reproduce a
system of reasoning that is biologically inspired by the
human brain, must be able to behave by simulating the
functioning of neurons. The human neuron represents
the computational engine that is the basis of deep
learning that takes place in Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN). A neural network reproduces all those processes
in the brain during the learning phase and subsequent
recognition phase. We design the artificial neural
networks (ANN) to perform complex analysis of large
amounts of data by passing it through multiple layers of
neurons. The peculiar characteristic of neural networks
is learning and adapting to their environment. Another
property is to build connectivity models based on the
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approximation of the error. These elements make
identifying similar patterns in the test data [3].
A neural network requires a training phase and
an inference phase to operate correctly. During the
training phase, the number of neurons and the levels
that will comprise the neural network are defined and
exposed to the labeled training data. Finally, the network
will learn which data is correct and discard the wrong
one. Once the network has been trained, it is possible to
proceed to the inference phase in which the network
itself is called to evaluate new images proposed to it.
These steps are part of the neural network design
process, which includes:
1) Determination of the function that the network must
be able to perform:
a) Classification, this function involves sorting
images into various classes and grouping them
according to common properties, allowing you to
determine whether a specific type of object is
present in an image or not;
b) Detection and localization, this function allows
you to identify the position and size of an object
by identifying the characteristics of the image;
c) Segmentation, used to identify which pixels of an
image belong to the corresponding objects,
allows determining the boundaries and areas of
the objects in the images.
2) Choice of framework: we must make this choice
based on the applications to be created, the
libraries available, or the developers' competence.
In addition, there are numerous accessible
frameworks such as, e.g., TensorFlow of Google,
Caffe2 of Facebook e Open Vino of Intel, and
Pytorch: an open-source solution that is now part of
Facebook.
3) Loading training data: this phase and the training
are crucial for the proper functioning of the neural
networks. While being favored by the ability to
generate features as they learn automatically, deep
networks still require large amounts of training data
to develop a properly functioning model. The
amount of data needed depends on the complexity
of the domain we are trying to approximate. The
choice of the size of the dataset is closely related to
the selection of the number of neurons in the neural
network. The total complexity is generally not known
before starting the training. For this reason, the
© 2022 Global Journals
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learning, has made their use very effective in many artificial intelligence
(AI) fields. In parallel Virtual Reality is going wide in many applications
thanks to the proliferation of cameras in mobile devices and improved
processing efficiency. Data visualization in deep learning is a
fundamental element for which it can benefit from the advantages
offered by the visualization of the VR for the development of the
models. In addition, the researchers can widely use the editing of
images and videos in the machine learning process to design a
convolutional network suitable for image recognition. In this study, we
want to demonstrate the usefulness of this approach in collecting data
within virtual reality to train and optimize a convolutional neural
network used to recognize human activities (HAR).
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neural network training process is iterative. At the
end of the training, the network's performance is
analyzed: the results of this analysis provide
information on whether the available data is
sufficient. The data for training can be found already
labeled on public archives or purchased.
Alternatively, it is necessary to generate a faked
data set and label them. Each type of application to
be developed requires its own set of data, complete
with all the characteristics used for a correct
evaluation.
4) Network training and validation: training is the phase
in which a neural network must acquire the
knowledge to interpret specific input data. In this
phase, it is necessary to provide examples in
input/output pairs through which the network must
32
learn to predict the expected output. The network is
a mathematical model whose output is regulated by
the weights of the signals received by each neuron.
During the training phase, these weights are
progressively calibrated so that more and more, the
network's output in the face of a specific input
approaches the desired one. This phase is
implemented by comparing the initial classification
with what is suggested by learning. We use an
algorithm called Backpropagation is used to train
neural networks. It compares the result obtained
from a network with the output you want to have. We
use the difference between the two results to
change the weights of the connections between the
network layers starting from the output layer. Then
we proceed backward by modifying the weights of
the hidden layers and finally those of the input
layers. To do this, we use a function called cost
appropriate to the problem we want to solve. A part
of the data prepared is used for the training phase
while the data for the test and validation phase are
kept separate. Since pre-trained networks are
available, we can use them to classify new objects
using the transfer learning technique.
5) The process of evaluating new images using a
neural network to make decisions is called
inference. This step can collect additional test data
used as training data for future iterations.
There is a wide variety of deep neural networks
(DNN). Convolutional neural networks (CNN) or Deep
convolutional neural networks (DCNN) are the types
most commonly used to identify patterns in images and
video. The name "convolutional neural network"
indicates that it employs a mathematical operation
called convolution in place of general matrix
multiplication in at least one of their layers [4]. They have
evolved from traditional artificial neural networks,
applying the connectivity pattern between neurons that
resembles the organization of the animal visual cortex.
Individual cortical neurons respond to stimuli only in a
© 2022 Global Journals

restricted visual field region known as the receptive field.
The receptive fields of different neurons partially overlap
such that they cover the entire visible area. CNN's are
regularized versions of multilayer perceptrons. Multilayer
perceptrons usually mean fully connected networks;
each neuron in one layer is connected to all neurons in
the next layer. Deep convolutional neural networks
mainly focus on object detection, image classification,
and recommendation systems and are sometimes used
for natural language processing. In the absence of CNN
to identify the objects in the images, it was necessary to
resort to manual feature extraction methods, making
mistakes and taking a considerable amount of time.
CNN's are characterized by their ability to optimize filters
(or Kernel) through machine learning, differentiating
themselves from traditional algorithms in which filters
must be manually sized.
A feature common to all architectures of deep
neural networks, including CNN's, is their high
complexity due to many internal parameters. For this
reason, numerous techniques have been developed to
facilitate the design and understanding of the internal
workings of a network [5]. The lack of interpretability and
transparency of neural networks and the absence of
explanations on the decisions taken can compromise
the confidence in their applicability. Moreover, they are
endorsed by the large datasets required to train most
deep learning models. Therefore, the possibility of
understanding the model's functioning allows one to
overcome these problems. Finally, we can understand
how deep learning models make decisions and what
representations they have learned through deep
learning visualization. In this way, we regain confidence
in the model [6].
II. Data Visualization
Visualization of data represents another crucial
phase in the design of neural networks. Designers want
to visualize deep learning to understand how deep
learning models
make decisions and what
representations they have learned to make the model as
reliable as possible [7]. This notion of general
understanding of the model is called interpretability or
explicability.
If we consider the training process of a DNN,
its visualization facilitates this delicate design phase.
Therefore, we need to optimize parameters to minimize
the loss function through gradient descent when training
neural networks. To ensure that the loss decreases over
time, we need to monitor the entire training cycle and
test the losses over the "epochs."
Many visualization techniques are limited to
showing whether a model is improving during its
iterations, in the training process, rather than how it is
training and why it makes certain decisions. For
example, Martin Becker and al. developed a tool based
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data. They also create a video, generating a frame for
every epoch, showing how the neural network improves
during the training phase. This approach demonstrates
how an ongoing training video offers more information
than a static view at the end of the process and which
features are helpful for non-experts to view, highlighting
that the insights drawn from video analysis can be
beneficial for network design.
Various visualization techniques have been
incorporated into interactive tools to aid in the DNN
design process.
Bock et al. [13] designed a tool for 3D
representation of deep learning algorithms for experts
and non-experts with an interactive user interface that
allows visualiz
Pezzotti and al. [14] developed a progressive
visual analysis technique called Deepeyes. Multiple
linked views are associated with analyzing a network
during training and showing how it changes over time. In
addition, the system supports researchers in identifying
problems, such as unnecessary filters or layers and
information not captured by the network.
Kahng et al. [15] developed ActiVis, an
interactive visualization system for large-scale deep
neural networks, to help users understand how a model
derives its predictions. Users can better diagnose
discrepancies with their neural network by integrating
multiple coordinated views: such as an overview of the
model architecture computation graph, of how the deep
learning neurons, which together make up the network,
are activated by user-specified instances or subsets of
instances. Finally, it provides a graphic representation of
the model architecture; hence the user can perform a
localized inspection of activations on each model level.
A classification of CNN viewing techniques
distinguishes them into two categories: feature display
and attribution [16]. With the feature visualization
technique, we study how the network operates to
generate an example; attribution studies which part of
the example is responsible for attributing the network in
a certain way.
One of the methods for feature visualization is
activation maximization [17] which can be applied at
different levels of a CNN. This technique highlights that
a CNN tends to build its understanding of an image
hierarchically on many levels. For example, Nguyen and
al. have developed a system based on multifaceted
feature visualization (MFV) [18], uncovering the different
types of features learned by each neuron in deep neural
networks. Previous activation maximization techniques
constructed images without regard for the multiple
facets of a neuron; instead, this method explicitly shows
each neuron's various aspects by producing a synthetic
visualization of each of the types of images that activate
a neuron. The visualization of the faceted features thus
provides a more accurate and more complete
description of the role of each neuron.
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on Gradient Descent Analysis in deep neural network
(DNN) training [8], representing a new interactive
visualization tool for exploring DNN learning processes.
They used a method based on analyzing a new type of
training error curve on three levels of detail. Usually, the
comparison method between their training error curves
is used to evaluate the learning processes resulting from
different hyperparameter settings. With this approach,
the authors associate three levels of detail to the three
stages of Shneiderman’s Visual Information Seeking
Mantra. In the first stage, the traditional training error
curve is the focus of attention. In the zoom and filter
stage, we can explore the variation of the training error
along each of the descent directions considered during
the gradient descent-based DNN training. The third
stage allows for an in-depth exploration of methods for
adaptive control of the step width along a given descent
direction.
Other techniques that focus visualization on the
learning process rather than the magnitude of the error
are Deep Tracker [9] and Tensor view [10].
Deep Tracker is a visual analysis system
designed to analyze CNN training processes' dynamics
and identify unusual patterns within the numerous
training logs. The authors associated a series of small
hierarchical multiples with a hierarchical structure index
mechanism to allow you to explore the entire training
process from different levels of detail. They also suggest
a new cube-style visualization to reveal the complex
correlations across multiple types of heterogeneous
training data.
Tensor View is a tool that uses Paraview and
Matplotlib to study neural networks built on the
TensorFlow framework. It allows visualizing the evolution
of the neural network parameters, such as the weights
of the filters and gradients, providing direct observation
of how the neurons update during training. This tool
uses visualization to inform researchers about their
hyperparameters; to use quantitative information to
eliminate unnecessary neurons, accelerating the training
processes.
These two tools are very complex, so expert
researchers can only use them. Other visualization
techniques aim to provide the right amount of
information on the evolution of the training process,
facilitating the understanding of even less experienced
researchers.
Michelle Peters and al. [11] developed, for nonexperts, a technique that intuitively visualizes the training
process of a neural network to facilitate the
understanding of the decisions of a neural network.
They use the dimension reduction method Uniform
Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [12] to
visualize neuronal activity. They generate a visualization
with three plots: 1) - a 2D plot of the test data with the
input images, 2) - a 2D plot of the training data, 3) – a
line plot of the accuracy of both the testing and training
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To attribution methods, Chattopadhyay and
al. [19] have developed a methodology that starts from
the visualization of the neural network's architecture as a
Structural Causal Model (SCM) and calculates each
feature's causal effect on the output. Their approach
differs from other related works to structural learning
[20]. The goal is to discern the causal structure in data
provided; their goal is to identify the causal influence on
the output of a learned function.
Sattarzadeh and al. [21] propose a model
based on visualization maps from multiple levels using
an attribution-based input sampling technique and
aggregating them to achieve a satisfactory and
complete explanation. The methodology adopted to
interpret the layers of CNN results in a four-step method
of
description. In the first three stages, information
34
extracted from multiple levels of CNN is represented in
the accompanying display maps. These maps are then
merged into a single module to form an explanation
map in the last step. The proposed solution allows
overcoming some problems encountered in models that
use input sampling techniques. These methods have
shown excellent fidelity in rationally inferring model
predictions. However, they exhibit instability indices
since their output depends on sampling randomness
(RISE) or random initialization to optimize a perturbation
mask. Finally, their algorithm called Semantic Input
Sampling for Explanation (SISI) replaces the randomized
RISE input sampling technique with an attribution-based
sampling technique. Finally, it uses feature maps
derived from multiple levels.
The Deep Replay open-source Python package
was designed to allow you to visualize how a Deep
Learning model in Keras is performing or learning at
each iteration/epoch.
Virtual reality (VR), thanks to its peculiar
characteristics, represents a valid alternative to the
visualization of conventional data. VR technology
establishes a new form of human-computer interaction,
arousing in the user a new type of experience linked to
the concept of "presence” [22]. Presence is the
sensation of being physically and spatially placed in an
environment. With virtual reality, you can realize this
feeling of being in another world, the virtual one. VR can
generate experience and support knowledge acquisition
thanks to this new communication process. However,
the sense of presence developed by VR depends
significantly on the characteristics of the technology
used. It is associated with the perceptual illusion that the
user has to interact with the remote environment, such
as if it were present. In the interaction with the VR
environment, a perceptual illusion is created in the user.
The stimulation of the senses produces cognitive and
emotional models consistent with the experimenting
environment. When in VR, a user will inevitably compare
the appearance of virtual objects with real-world objects
and judge the level of congruence. The other element
© 2022 Global Journals

that favors VR over other visualization techniques is the
level of "immersion"[23]. The greater immersion allows
you to improve the design business, perform tasks more
efficiently and with greater understanding. Immersion in
virtual reality is the perception of being physically
present in a non-physical world. Perception is created
by surrounding the user of the VR system with images,
sounds, or other stimuli that provide an evocative
environment. Finally, the user can move freely and
explore places and spaces through the movements of
the head and eyes and interact with objects by grabbing
and dragging them. In addition, movements from the
physical world are transferred to the virtual world with
great precision. This aspect is precisely exploited to
simulate physical actions. Finally, workflows and
activities can be transferred to the virtual model to verify
the correct interpretation, improving the system's
accuracy.
These characteristics make virtual reality a
suitable environment for simulations and e-learning
purposes as they can stimulate users' creativity and
accelerate the learning process [24]. This technology is
widely applied in various fields ranging from
entertainment design to education and rehabilitation and
psychological therapies [25]. VR technology makes it
possible to improve the rehabilitation-psychological
program compared to traditional techniques by creating
a more natural process, reproducing the characteristics
of home living environments. Other elements that
characterize this technique are represented by the
possibility of dynamically adjusting the difficulty of the
exercises concerning the skills acquired and stimulating
the patient's multisensory skills. In the context of training,
it has proved to be very effective compared to traditional
techniques as they can keep the attention high and
focus the topics better [26].
Immersion and interactivity are the elements
that suggest the choice of VR for CNN as through them;
the user can better focus and understand how it works.
The following sections illustrate the main
characteristics of CNN and virtual reality technologies.
III. Convolutional Neural Network
From an architectural point of view, a
convolutional neural network is a multi-layered
feedforward neural network composed of an input layer,
hidden layers, and an output layer. The hidden layers
are typically convolutional, followed by activation and
pooling layers. This sequential design allows
convolutional neural networks to learn hierarchical
features. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) process
data through many layers of artificial neurons. This
human brain (CNN) process is constituted by a set of
different layers that act as extractors of the features of
the input images and a fully connected terminal network
that acts as a classifier. It has proved to be an effective

−

Convolutional Level (CONV) is the main level of the
network. Its objective is to identify patterns. They are
multiple, designed to identify features present in the
initial image. Each layer learns to extract specific
parts of the photos placed at its entrance. Multiple
layers in cascade combine the features of the
previous layers with higher programmed extraction
levels.
− Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) Level is placed after the
convolutional level and can cancel negative values
obtained in the previous classes.
− Pool level allows identifying if the study
characteristic is present in the previous story. The
pooling layer obtains images with a particular
resolution at the input and returns the same number
of pictures with fewer pixels.
The result of the convolution operations is the
production of feature maps obtained with the help of
filters that are matrices containing proper values for
finding specific characteristics in the input images. At
the end of the sequence of convolutional layers, there is
then the fully connected level (FC) which aims to
establish the identifying classes obtained in the previous
levels according to a certain probability.
Each category represents a possible answer
that the system will most likely choose.
During the recognition phase, the network
performs a classification operation to identify which
class the input image belongs to, identifying the one
with the highest probability.
The values of the filters are initially chosen
randomly. They are subsequently improved at each
iteration of the training phase.

IV. Virtual Reality
Virtual reality technology refers to a computergenerated virtual world [30]. To immerse yourself in this
multidimensional world, the user must wear a helmet
containing a display that incorporates a sensor to track
the movement and position of the wearer (HMD - Head
Mounted Display). The sensors detect the position and
movement data, which are used to update the image of
the virtual world. In this way, the user is projected into
this virtual world and can interact with the objects
present in it, for example, simulating carrying out usual
activities or driving a car or running. By manipulating
three variables (space, time, and interaction) and the
availability of a graphic interface, it is possible to create
a dimension characterized by a strong sense of reality,
whereby the subject believes he is in that world and can
interact with it.
The virtual environment must have the following
characteristics:
•

•

Perception of really being in that world. The use of
special equipment amplifies this feeling: software
capable of reproducing 3D environments, a virtual
reality viewer, integrated audio systems that offer
surround support.
The possibility of interacting with movements of the
body, head, and limbs increases the feeling of
taking possession of that dimension. For example,
cyber-gloves, virtual limbs, joypads, etc., allow the
user to touch, move, manipulate, or make virtual
objects as if they were real.

The relationship between presence and
immersion gives cognition in virtual reality. The first term
refers to the level of psychological realism that a subject
experiences from interacting with the virtual world. From
the wise point of view, the second term means the ability
of the environment to involve the senses of the subject,
isolating it from the stimuli of the real environment [31].
© 2022 Global Journals
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We estimate that the model's predictions are
plausible; in practice, we measure the discrepancy
between actual and predicted values. The error is
subsequently processed using the stochastic gradient
technique. It is a cyclical technique consisting of two
phases:
* backpropagation;
* updating the gradient value.
After propagating the forward phase during
training, the outputs are produced to determine the
prediction error compared with the expected ones. This
error is used to calculate the gradient of the loss
function. The backward propagation phase then sends
the error through the network layers and updates the
weights using the stochastic gradient descent to
improve the network's performance on the activity it is
trying to learn [29].
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solution for image recognition [27]. They are built to
analyze images included within certain data sets and
classify objects in images within them. CNN is a network
composed of several convolutional layers [28]. Each
processing layer comprises a convolutional filter, an
activation function (ReLu), a pooling function, and a fully
connected layer. At the end of each processing step, an
input is generated for the next layer. In the convolutional
operations, the trained filter set is convolved with input
images to extract the specific feature to create the
feature map, which becomes the input for the next filter.
Finally, the design of a CNN network requires a training
period followed by a test phase. During the training
phase, the images are labeled and transferred to the
subsequent layers to allow the structure to convert from
the representation level of the original input to a higher
level and more abstract representation to constitute the
reference feature maps with which the network must
compare the output feature maps. Once the training and
test phase of the network has been completed, we will
determine the survey's accuracy level.
Each layer comprises three levels: Convolution,
ReLu, and Pooling.
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Functional diagram of a VR system
The functionality of a virtual reality system
requires different tools: modeling programs with which
objects for the virtual world are created; moreover, to
generate dynamics in real-time, simulation systems that
follow natural laws are needed to move objects in the
virtual world. For example, robust programs for viewing
3D images and spatialized sounds in real-time are also
used. In addition, traditional systems used to
communicate with a computer are no longer suitable for
the multidimensional virtual world.
It was necessary to create new interfaces to
interact with the computer. They are essentially based
on two components:
−
−

Sensors for controlling the virtual world;
Effectors to provide feedback to the user.
These interface mechanisms are found in
apparel, head-mounted displays (HMDs), and 3D sound
systems.
Researchers have been developed methods to
dynamically measure human movement in real-time
through clothing equipped with sensors that track the
full range of actions of specific activities carried out by
the wearer. The movement is recorded, digitized, and
then sent to the computer, which displays them on the
screen, replicating all the actions performed in real-time.
This clothing consists of gloves and suits.
Gloves are interactive devices, similar to a typical glove
worn on the hand, facilitating tactile sensing and refined
motion control. Tactile sensing involves simulating the
sense of touch and includes the ability to sense
pressure, linear force, temperature, and surface
structure. Through the control of the fine movement
achieved with sensors, the actions of the user's hands
and fingers are detected. These movements are then
translated into signals that can be used by a virtual hand
to allow the user to interact normally with the objects in
the virtual environment. The suit wraps the body with
© 2022 Global Journals

directional sensors to transmit electrical signals
corresponding to the wearer's movements to a
computer. These signals are then converted into digital
form, and the resulting data are displayed in the virtual
environment. We often use gloves in conjunction with a
position and orientation sensor that allows the computer
to determine spatial coordinates. They can also be used
in conjunction with suits and associated with HMD.
Finally, the viewers called HMD are devices that
allow the wearer to immerse themselves in virtual reality.
They include a head-mounted stereoscopic display and
provide separate images for each eye, a stereo sound,
and an ahead motion tracking sensor.
We can distinguish three types of virtual reality:
•

•
•

Immersive Virtual Reality (RVI)), characterized by the
intense sensation of immersion in virtual space
thanks to the interaction with the virtual objects
present.
Non-Immersive Virtual Reality, the simulated
environment does not stimulate the sense of
immersion; it is perceived as the real one.
Augmented Reality (AR) enriches the objects in the
real world with perceptual information produced by
the computer through multiple sensory modalities
(visual, auditory, tactile).

Below is a brief overview of the state of the art
V. Background
This section reports significant experiences
developed based on neural networks combined with
virtual reality. Through the analysis of facial expressions,
it is possible to understand the emotional state. Neural
networks coupled with virtual reality represent a valid
platform for analyzing human behavior and effectively
treating individuals with autistic disorders. Virtual reality
(VR) offers distinct advantages over conventional

−
−
−
−

Collecting training and testing data;
Extracting features from IMU inputs;
Building neural network-based classifier models;
Building test visualization in Unity.

VR Arduino is used as the data input source. It
contains an IMU that provides 9 degrees of freedom
sensor readings, including gyroscopes, accelerometers,
and magnetometers. It is connected to the PC via USB
using Teensy.
The sensor data is recorded on the PC as a
training data set and used directly in real-time tests.
The user can hold the Arduino chip in his hand
and perform any hand gesture patterns.
A 3D LSTM convolution was used as a neural
network to acquire better gestures and obtain high
recognition accuracy.
To determine which features work best with the
model, they experimented with several combinations of
quaternion and raw sensor inputs. The best performing
characteristics were the combination of quaternion,
gyroscope, and accelerometer data. IMU test data from
VRduino are transferred directly into Unity via serial port
to visualize the classification.
The tests found that the classifier can predict
the user's gesture with reasonable accuracy in real-time.
Sait and Raza [37] presented a prototype
based on an innovative hybrid technology in which are
present VR and ANN models to build a VE environment
in which users can meet and chat together and at the
same time feel like they are in a real environment. From
a conceptual point of view, the model starts from realworld situations and then, through the IVR and ANN
model, creates a virtual world in which the participants
are the managers of the model, using the Internet as a
© 2022 Global Journals
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Finally, the authors used a multilayer neural network
(ANN) for speech and motion recognition. The network
architecture and weights have been imported into the
Unity3D platform. Without wishing to be a replacement
solution for a dedicated tracking system, it can
represent a low-cost method of controlling the gestural
execution of a subject.
In the field of hand gesture recognition, there is
an application developed by Fu and Yu [36] in which
they use a neural network for the classification of
gestures and, to evaluate the accuracy of recognition in
real-time, they build a Unity scene using the data
collected by the IMU. Hand gestures are an alternative
to other natural methods of Communication. The
possibility of recognizing the movement and the pose of
the hands allows the observer to understand the
intentions of who performs them. Hand gesture
recognition is used in many applications such as sign
language recognition, sign recognition for controlling
robots, and augmented reality. The authors used the
IMU as a data input source and structured the
application into the following phases:
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visualization approaches. Applications range from the
entertainment industry to the rehabilitation field.
In this scenario, one of the first applications
was that of Belič [32], who developed a methodology in
which the two technologies are used to model complex
polycrystalline materials. The neural network is used for
generating the grain of the material. It makes the
manipulation of the grain easier and the representation
of the same very compact. It represents the preliminary
phase for realizing the polycrystalline material model for
virtual reality. The models perform various system
optimization or control activities by simulating reality. To
make a realistic model of the observed material, the
shape of the grains represented by the neural network
must come as close as possible to the observed
material. The grains are first generated, then, based on
the properties of the observed material, the grain shape
optimization process is employed to get closer to the
observed sample. With the VR approach, information is
obtained that is not accessible with traditional
techniques (characterization and analysis techniques).
The VR must have the model accompanied by
information on the mechanical and electrical properties
and on the shape of the grains. The use of virtual reality
made it possible to obtain additional information such
as life expectancy, the diffusion process, or the cracking
of the material. VR is used to predict any anomalies
produced in the material; it allows you to view the
discrepancies detected concerning the expected model.
Finally, the virtual environment corrected the model to
provide better results. The ultimate goal is to obtain the
virtual roughness of the grain as close as possible to the
desired one.
An interesting experience is developed by Nino
et al. [33] on a VR mobile system based on Neural
Network to an IMU gesture controller to simulate the
feeling of embodiment [34] and presence. The
application aims to demonstrate that combining a sound
and motion controller with haptic feedback can improve
immersion on mobile interfaces. The interface
recognizes the user's gesture (vocal sound and
movement) and displays it during execution. The
visualization is managed through the gesture controller
to improve presence and embodiment. To provide the
user with a smooth display of the gesture produced, the
authors have created a series of reference gestures that
represent the best possible execution of that gesture. To
make the set of these "ideal" gestures, a motion capture
system was used to record the movement and voice
produced by a shintaido expert while performing each
gesture [35]. Each ideal gesture is played back for the
user while performing the corresponding gesture.
Through the dynamic control of the speed of
reproduction of the gesture, the user features a degree
of control over the avatar's movement. When the user
has executed his movement, the captured gesture is
classified, and the appropriate response is triggered.
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medium to connect the IVR model. The model
components are thus: Immersible Virtual Reality,
Artificial Neural Networks, Internet, and Database.
For the need to have a system design for a
realistic visualization, the authors used the IVR. It is the
technology model which allows people to immerse
themselves in the artificial environment.
ANN is the architecture used to simulate the
image and express the user's emotion in the VE. Users'
voices, videos, and images are input to train the ANN.
Those data are also used for security purposes to check
the users' identities.
The Internet connects people spread over
different points into a single point of contact on the web.
The ANN network is trained on the Internet with a
38 sample of users. The Internet allows scalability for a
large number of users and ensures reliable transport of
a large amount of multimedia data.
The database must contain a large number of
quality video samples and possess a large number of
facial recognition expressions to store the video and
audio data of the participants.
The model requires two implementation steps.
The first is for the interface, and the user inserts his data
into the model, followed by the loading of their image,
voice. These data will be stored in the audiovisual
database to the interface to configure the user with the
model. Later, when the user enters the system, the
interface will check their identity with the stored data.
Finally, the interface must be designed using 3D
graphics software [38].
In the second phase, the IVR will provide the
chosen environment to those users participating in the
network, and the ANN will provide simulated images of
the users.
As noted above, there is a growing need for
non-experts to understand how deep learning works.
For their complexity, neural networks are seen as black
boxes. New techniques are experimented with to make
the understanding of their functionality as accessible as
possible.
In this context, Meissler et al. [39] have
developed a technique for visualizing convolutional
networks in virtual reality. Their solution is mainly aimed
at new designers and aims to provide them with a basic
understanding of the functionality of networks. The
solutions currently available are essentially usable either
by developers of deep learning systems or by those who
already have detailed knowledge of deep learning
processes or by those who generally have an interest in
interactive visualization but are not attracted by the
representation capabilities of virtual reality.
Their solution stems from using the advantages
of virtual reality in visualization compared to traditional
2D or 3D tools available on a standard desktop screen.
Their approach explores the graphic effects produced
by the immersion feature. The visualization is intended
© 2022 Global Journals

to illustrate the structure and functionality of the network.
For example, the user within the Unity platform can
select different inputs, modify the functional structure by
inserting or removing a layer and obtain their
classification by CNN.
The network model used is LeNet5 [40], whose
structure is as follows:
−
−
−
−
−

2 Convolutional layers.
3 Fully connected layers.
2 Average pooling layers.
Tanh is the activation function for the hidden layer.
SoftMax is the activation function for the output
layer.
− Cross-entropy as cost function.
− Gradient descent as optimizer.
− 60000 trainable parameters.
The model was defined in Keras [41] using PYTHON.
The convolutional and pooling layers were
displayed as boxes whose dimensions were based on
the layer's size. This type of representation should allow
the user to see the structure of the model and the
dimensional change of the data. Feature maps of each
convolutional and pooling layer are rendered 2D images
with matplotlib using the gray colormap.
The experiments carried out on the participants
who did not know the topic confirmed the model's
validity. Some of them declared that the application was
completely self-explanatory. The experiments wanted to
demonstrate that virtual reality compared to traditional
means of learning, does not distract people but, on the
contrary, allows them to focus more on the subject and
even longer due to the involvement produced by the
virtual environment.
VI. Methodology

Our solution is based on a VR platform where
users can develop deep convolutional neural network
models for image classification. This type of approach
allows verifying the components of a network and
becomes a good training tool for professionals who
want to design deep neural networks.
In our work, we want to show the opportunity to
use the Unity platform (2019) to create a virtual reality
environment. We believe it offers some advantages not
found in various visualization systems in 2D and 3D
desktop screens. Most of the existing platforms do not
provide, for inexperienced users, simple interfaces
through which it is possible to vary the network
architecture and adjust the model parameters. For
example, the VR platform allows the user to define the
network architecture by specifying the sequence of the
layers. The user can interactively verify its operation and
decide based on the results obtained by modifying it.
We have used this environment to verify the functioning
and possibly improve the prediction level of a

Neural Network Design using a Virtual Reality Platform

created a network to identify human activities (HAR) with
the STMicroelectronics AI STM32 module [42].
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convolution neural network to recognize human activities
(HAR). In addition, the user can select input data and
have them classified by CNN. In addition, we previously

Inference model
a) CNN model
Convolutional
Neural
Networks
(CNN)
represents an artificial neural network architecture that
has found wide application in identifying, with a certain
probability, the content of the image provided by a
computer. From a functional point of view, convolutional
neural networks simulate how the human brain
processes. Convolutional neural networks are built to
analyze images included within certain data sets and
classify objects in images within them. Each class of
things must have a specific network previously trained
for the reconstitution of that class. Finally, they process
the data through multiple layers placed between the
input and the output.
In our study, we have used a CNN to recognize
the activities carried out by people daily, such as
downstairs, upstairs, sitting, standing, walking. It is
mainly used as a supervised learning algorithm and can

classify images from a sample dataset. It is based on
the principle of the convolution filter applied to the pixel
matrix that composes the image. Convolutional layers
produce small transformations on images. Each
convolution transforms a section of the image into a
single value. The Kernel applied sequentially to the
embodiment
can
highlight
the
fundamental
characteristics of the image and, in this way, produce
essential data for the classification of the image itself.
Finally, we measure the model's performance through
the accuracy and the loss.
A Keras model allows building the CNN
network, created with the STMicroelectronics AI STM32
and trained on the public dataset Wireless Sensor Data
Mining (WISDM). The Keras DL model used is
Shahnawax/HAR-CNN-Keras. The code for the model
definition is in the following listing:

CNN model
def cnnModel():
model = Sequential()
# adding the first convolutionial layer with 32 filters and 5 by 5 kernal size, using the rectifier as the activation
function
model.add(Conv2D(numFilters,(kernalSize1,kernalSize1),input_shape=(numOfRows,numOfColumns,1),activation='
relu'))
# adding a maxpooling layer
model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(poolingWindowSz,poolingWindowSz),padding='valid'))
# adding a dropout layer for the regularization and avoiding over fitting
model.add(Dropout(dropOutRatio))
# flattening the output in order to apply the fully connected layer
© 2022 Global Journals
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model.add(Flatten())
# adding first fully connected layer with 256 outputs
model.add(Dense(numNeuronsFCL1, activation='relu'))
#adding second fully connected layer 128 outputs
model.add(Dense(numNueronsFCL2, activation='relu'))
# adding softmax layer for the classification
model.add(Dense(numClasses, activation='softmax'))
Fig. 1 shows the network architecture graph, while figures 2 and 3 show, for example, the information relating to the
selected layers Conv2D and Dense obtained by clicking directly on the
chart.
This information includes:
the type of the layer;
the name of the layer, whether the layer is trainable;
40 what the data type is.
For Convolutional layers:
the number of filters;
the kernel size;
the strides;
padding;
data format and dilation rate.
The activation function, whether bias is used, and how the kernels and (if applied) biases are initialized.
Each layer has its own unique set of characteristics.

© 2022 Global Journals
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Fig. 1: CNN architecture
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Fig. 2: Conv2D

Fig. 3: Dense1

© 2022 Global Journals

•
•
•
•

Add the onnx file to the project. It behaves like a
normal resource;
Load the model from the asset;
Create the inference engine (the worker).;
Run the model and get the results.

ONNX, which stands for Open Neural Network
Exchange, is an open standard that allows you to
transfer machine learning models from different
frameworks to ONNX. This interoperability enables you
to move between various machine learning frameworks
quickly. In addition, ONNX supports all popular machine
learning frameworks, including Keras, TensorFlow,
PyTorch, and XGBoost.
ONNX allows you to have a standard graphical
representation for various frameworks. The ONNX graph
represents the model through different computational
nodes and can be visualized using appropriate
representation tools.
To perform the conversion, we used a script. An
extract of which is represented by the following code:

To transfer the network, it is necessary to
transform its format, as Barracuda is based on the
open-source data exchange format ONNX.
# network
net =
# convert model to ONNX
onnx_model = keras2onnx.convert_keras(net, # keras model
name="example", # the converted ONNX model internal name
target_opset=9,
# the ONNX version to export the model to
channel_first_ inputs=None)
onnx.save_model(onnx_model, "example.onnx")

Year

Environment
Within Unity, we used the Barracuda package
developed by Unity Labs to develop our application. It is
a cross-platform neural network inference engine. Pretrained neural networks can be imported and run in
Unity. In addition, it supports neural networks trained
with PyTorch, TensorFlow, Keras, and Caffe.
We executed the following steps:
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The network model in ONNX format is imported into Unity as a temp file (Fig.4), whose structure will appear
in the following graph (Fig.5).

Fig. 4
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Fig.5: Barracuda model
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The scripts are different depending on whether
you use a GPU or a CPU. We can create a Worker from
the WorkerFactory. We must specify a backend and a
loaded model.

If the results are not satisfactory, we can
repeat the execution of the model by varying the number
of epochs or by modifying the structure.
In our case, to improve the accuracy of the
network, we modified the structure by inserting an
additional convolutional layer obtaining a value of 99%.
VII. Discussion
Our approach shows how the VR technique
can effectively design deep learning applications. Our
platform represents a valuable tool for developers with
little knowledge of machine learning, allowing rapid
design. It is an interactive technique also valid as a
learning tool. Compared to existing visualization
techniques, Virtual Reality is a potential highly
developed for neural network applications. Above all, it
has proved to be suitable for classifying images in
different scientific sectors. We can assume that it is
applicable for any deep learning.
VIII. Conclusion
We have analyzed the most common
visualization techniques used to represent neural
networks, a valuable tool for their development. Still, we
have found that some are sophisticated tools that are
difficult to use for inexperienced designers.
Therefore, we have highlighted how to apply
Virtual Reality to construct deep learning models. This
type of representation, in fact, through the visualization
of technical information on the network structure and on
the data flow, represents an effective tool both for
improving the forecasting capacity of neural networks
and for training activities for those who do not have a
profound knowledge of deep learning systems.
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// GPU
var worker =
WorkerFactory.CreateWorker(WorkerFactory.Type.ComputePrecompiled,
NNmodel);
// CPU
Var worker= WorkerFactory. CreateWorker(WorkerFactory.Type.CSharpBurst,
NNmodel);
After loading the model and creating a worker, we move on to running the model:
Tensor input = new Tensor (batch, height, width, channels);
Worker. Execute(input);
After executing the model, we can collect the outputs through the instruction:
var output = worker.Peekoutput(outputName);
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We have experimented with applying it to a
pre-trained neural network to recognize human activities
(HAR). Still, we believe that it can effectively design all
neural networks for image classification or object
detection.
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I. Introduction

ransportation is one of the primary requisites of
civilization and this fact continues to be true even
today. In today’s world of quick and safe deliveries,
there has been a need for better service, reduction of
vehicles used, maximizing profit, reduction in travel time
variation and reduction of overall travel cost. To define
these problems together, the term Vehicle Routing
Problems was coined. This problem deals with the
supply chain of an organization. Transportation is the
backbone of the logistics of any organization and it
takes up about 40 to 50 % of the total logistics cost, as
stated in https://www.cogoport.com/blogs/transportcost (accessed on 11 October, 2021). This includes
international and domestic transport, customs, all
modes of transport such as air, water, land and so on. It
can be inferred that transportation cost is a major and
important factor in the supply chain of an organization,
so its cost optimization becomes a necessity. The
logistics branch of the organization must work on the
management of transportation, deliver within customer
provided time frames, competing with other
organizations for better service and service rates
effectively, handling unpredictable events and so on.
The world is witnessing the digital growth spurt
and along with its influence on almost every sphere of
life and nature. Integration of logistics and e-business
will be a fruitful endeavour. This incorporation will lead to

© 2022 Global Journals

Year

improvement in customer service, tracking, deliverance,
time effectiveness as well as reduction in the overall
cost.
Looking at the technical aspects of the Vehicle
Routing Problem (VRP), there are initially p vehicles
located at a depot that must deliver different amounts of
supplies to q customers. Now, the VRP will aim to find
the optimal route that a group of vehicles serve a group
of users. This way a standard solution is obtained which
contains all the routes that start and end at the depot,
with the constraint that the goods are delivered within or
before the time range set by the customer, capacity limit
and the working time of the drivers are also considered.
This paper will discuss how the Ant Colony
Optimization with K-Means Clustering (ACO-K-Means)
has been employed to minimize costs when delivering
goods from depot to the customer within or before the
time frame constraint set. The mathematical model
defined in this paper will tackle and solve the problems
related to distribution, e-logistics, retail networks and so
on.
Dantzig and Ramser [1] were the first ones to
introduce the Vehicle Routing Problem in 1959. Their
solution was based on Linear programming. It was a
truck dispatching problem that dealt with the delivery of
gasoline at gas stations. Later, [2] Clarke and Wright
came up with the savings method and it was termed as
the Clarke-Wright algorithm. Their practical methodology
gave better results than the Ramser-Dantzig algorithm.
This was because the latter algorithm simply linked the
customer pairs that were close to each other, which
means that only distance constraint was considered,
while the former not only considered the distance
constraint, but they also reduced the distance rather
than linking the two customers to different routes. Fast
forward to 1992, Daskin and Malandraki came up with
the time dependent vehicle routing problem (TDVRP)
[3]. Then another solution was introduced by Ichoua et
al. [4] which had a step function along with a piecewise
linear function of time distribution which was fulfilling the
FIFO (first in first out) principle, which was defined by
Ahn et al. with this, several research and studies
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heuristics [11].Figure 1. shows a generalized view of
how a VRP is solved.
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popped up. Some were utilizing route construction
savings method and an insertion method to solve
incapacitated TDVRP (time dependent with/without time
windows), some had heuristic solutions [8-10], some
metaheuristic algorithms [5-7] and others hyper
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Figure 1: General VRP Solving Method
Many works of solving the VRP with the Time
Window Constraint were inherited from the travelling
salesman problem. The method used by the salesman
to find the best and optimal route to deliver the goods to
the respective customers from one or more depot and
also take the goods from the customer back to the
respective depots within the constraints set, has been
extensively used in VRP, with the inclusion of extra
constraints. Similar VRP variants have been mentioned
below:
•
•

•

Vehicle Routing Problem with the Time Window
Constraint [12] that has been set by customers,
Another modified VRP with the added constraint of
using limited number of vehicles of varying holding
capacity has been published as Mixed Fleet Vehicle
Routing (MFVRP) [13],
Another paper which has VRP with an added
constraint where customers can request for delivery
or pickup with the requirement that in every single
delivery route, all pickups and deliveries to the
customers are completed. This is known as Vehicle
Routing Problem with Backhauls (VRPB) [13].

This paper has five sections in total. Section 1
deals with the introduction while section 2 deals with the
literature survey. Section 3 handles the mathematical
model of the proposed system [ACO using K-Means
Clustering Algorithm], section 4 will explain the
© 2022 Global Journals

approach to the solution, section 5 will have the results
and case studies, with section 6 concluding the paper.
II. Literature Survey
One of the heuristic solutions mentioned was
provided by Hideki Hashimoto, MutsunoriYagiura and
ToshihideIbaraki [8]. In their paper they generalized
VRPTW by making travelling costs and duration to be
time-dependent functions. They used local search
algorithm to find the routes of vehicles and using that,
evaluated a neighbourhood solution. they proposed an
algorithm that could efficiently pick optimal routes using
data from previous dynamic programming recursion that
were used to evaluate the present solution. they even
included a filtering method that determines which
spaces in the neighbourhood are not to be searched so
as to avoid dead ends in improving the solution. they
finally conclude with a local search algorithm that
combines all their modifications.
A metaheuristic solution was proposed by
YiyoKuo[6]. In the research paper, the author has
considered fuel consumption and carbon emission as
the constraints to the Time-Dependent Vehicle Routing
Problem (TDVRP). The paper has proposed an
algorithm that determines a route that consumes less
fuel and has the least carbon emissions. With this
algorithm the author was able to provide an overall
improvement of 22.69% in minimizing transportation

∑𝑜𝑜∈𝐶𝐶2

𝑘𝑘
𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − ∑𝑦𝑦∈𝐶𝐶2 𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
= 0 ∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾, ∀(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑅𝑅 (3)

A vehicle must pass starting and ending depots
at least once and this is shown by equations 4, and 5.

III. Mathematical Model of Proposed
System
This part will use certain terms and elements
from [28]. It is a case study based on VRPTW regarding
fresh food distribution centres. There will be two subsets
of service nodes: pickup set 𝑃𝑃_𝑆𝑆 and delivery set 𝐷𝐷_𝑆𝑆.
The values of these terms are |𝑃𝑃_𝑆𝑆| = 𝑥𝑥 and |𝐷𝐷_𝑆𝑆| = 𝑦𝑦
respectively. Now, starting depot node is set to 0 and
end depot is set to (𝑥𝑥 + 𝑦𝑦 + 1). A node will be replicated
if it needs both delivery and pickup. Each vehicle has its
set capacity and operation cost. If there is an order
between pickup node 𝑚𝑚 and delivery node,𝑛𝑛 then there
will be a set 𝑅𝑅 which contains pairs of (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛).
Looking at the objective function that minimizes
total travelling cost, equation 1 is as follows
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∑𝑘𝑘∈𝐾𝐾

∑𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 ∈𝐶𝐶

𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜇𝜇𝑘𝑘

(1)

Here, 𝐾𝐾 refers to the number of clusters and
𝐶𝐶 refers to the centroid of clusters.
Equation 2 makes sure that each node is
served by at least one vehicle
∑𝑘𝑘∈𝐾𝐾

∑𝑛𝑛∈𝐶𝐶1

𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≥ 1

∀𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝐶𝐶\{0, 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑦𝑦 + 1}

(2)

Equation 3 showcases the constraint where the
same vehicle 𝑘𝑘 must pick and order from node 𝑚𝑚 and
deliver it to node 𝑛𝑛.
∑𝑛𝑛∈𝐶𝐶1

∑𝑛𝑛∈𝐶𝐶2

𝑘𝑘
𝑝𝑝0𝑛𝑛
≤ 1,

∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾

𝑘𝑘
𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛,𝑥𝑥+𝑦𝑦+1
≤ 1,

(4)

∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾

(5)

If a vehicle reaches a node, it must leave it as
well. This is shown in equation 6.
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as a solution while another has three-phase heuristics
which has been developed by grouping a heuristicbased clustering algorithm solving VRP [18]. Summary
of other important state-of-art modern heuristics is
available in [19,20].
In this paper, we will be solving the Vehicle
Routing Problem with Time Windows constraint using
the modified Ant Colony Optimization with K-Means
Clustering. Ants use pheromones to leave behind a trail
for its comrades so as to use the optimal path fixed to
reach the food source. There has been several research
based on this behaviour of ants, such as [21], which
was the first paper to be published on this topic. Papers
[22-27] have various hybrid versions of ACO in varied
fields.
Using this behaviour of ants and with the help of
previous research work based on a somewhat similar
problem, this paper aims to solve VRPTW using the KMeans Clustering algorithm to find the most optimal
path to the customer.
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distances and 24.61% improvement in fuel
consumption.
[11] has used a two-phase method that
includes Genetic Algorithms along with Random Search
incorporating simulated annealing concepts to solve the
time dependent vehicle routing problem (TDVRP). This
is a hyper heuristic solution.
Paper [14] has taken into consideration the
problems of carbon pollution and environmental issues.
Electric vehicles were considered to reduce the various
problems mentioned but it brought along with it the
issue of charging locations and battery capacity. To
tackle these problems, a new variant in the classical
VRPTW was brought about which integrated the ideas of
multiple charging points that also have the facility of
swapping batteries. The authors proposed a mixed
integer programming model to tackle the issue using the
improved ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm with
hybridised insertion heuristics and enhanced local
search.
Another reference has been taken from [15]
which is quite close in similarity with this paper’s
solution. The problem that the paper addressed was
that deliverance of perishable goods within a given time
frame was a daunting task and if unexpected events
took place, the extremely important goods would not
reach their destination, leading to a molehill of problems
and difficulties. The authors Yao Wu, Bin Zheng and
Xueliang Zhou have proposed a working model where
the idea of disruption management has been employed
to create a disruption recovery model with a different
type split delivery that is used for inter-route recourse
based on a previous TDVRPTW. It takes into account the
nature of perishable goods and dynamic travel route
choice in urban road networks. The, a tabu search
algorithm is brought up to create a solution for the initial
routing problem. This will be further extended to create
the disruption recovery plan.
[16] Researchers have also used a novel ant
colony optimization algorithm based on improved
brainstorm optimization (IBSO-ACO) to solve VRP with
soft time windows. According to this paper, the classical
ant colony algorithm has been modified to efficiently
solve the local optimum problem. Their research has
given proof that it can achieve a lower routing cost at a
high convergence rate than the classical ant colony
(ACO) and the stimulated annealing ant colony
algorithms.
Looking into other heuristic strategies involved,
[17] has the space-filling curve with optimal partitioning
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�

𝑚𝑚 ∈𝐶𝐶2

𝑘𝑘
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
= �

𝑜𝑜∈𝐶𝐶2

𝑘𝑘
𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

∀𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝐶𝐶\{0, 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑦𝑦 + 1}, 𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾, 𝑜𝑜 ≠ 𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛 ≠ 𝑚𝑚

(6)

Equations 7, and 8 have integrated time constraints, subtour elimination and load constraints.
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘 )
+ (𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 ) − 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚
≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘 ,
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘 )
≤ 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘 ,
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚
+ 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 − 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾, 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝐶𝐶1 , 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝐶𝐶2

∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾, 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝐶𝐶1 , 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝐶𝐶2 , 𝑚𝑚 ≠ 𝑛𝑛

(7)
(8)

Year
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Now, if there is an order placed between two nodes and the pickup node must be visited before the delivery
node, then equation 9 shows it.
𝑘𝑘
,
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘 ≥ 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 + 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚

Equation 10 shows time constraint while (11) shows capacity bound constraint.
𝑘𝑘
≥ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ,
𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚
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∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾, 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝑃𝑃_𝑆𝑆, 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝐷𝐷_𝑆𝑆

∀𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝐶𝐶\{0, 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑦𝑦 + 1}, 𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾

𝑘𝑘
(𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 + 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 , 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 ) ≥ 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚
≥ (0, 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 ),

Now showcasing the constraint of limiting
number of vehicles used and maximum working
duration in equations 12, and 13.
�

𝑘𝑘∈𝐾𝐾

�

𝑛𝑛∈𝐶𝐶

𝑘𝑘
𝑝𝑝0𝑛𝑛
≤ 𝑀𝑀

𝑘𝑘
− 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇0𝑘𝑘 ,
𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥+𝑦𝑦+1

(12)

∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾

(13)

This mathematical model is a small-scale
solution. Because it being a population based
metaheuristic solution, it is to be expanded step by step.
Once the pheromone value is successful in small scale,
the forging behaviour of ants could be applied to VRP in
large scale for large number of vehicles.
IV. Approach to the Solution
In this paper, the Vehicle Routing Problem with
Time Window constraint has been resolved using a
modified version of the Ant Colony Optimization using KMeans Clustering. Marco Dorigo was the first person to
introduce Ant Colony Optimization, in the 90s, in his
Ph.D. thesis. The solution algorithm is based on the
behaviour of ants, the way they live in colonies and
search for food. While an ant goes around, searching for
food, it leaves behind pheromones that act as a beacon.
It acts as a communication mechanism and each time
the ant leaves a pheromone trail, it tells the other ants
about the quality and quantity of food the former ant had
been carrying. This way, there are several set paths that
the ants use based on the number of pheromones
released in a path. The shortest and fastest route is
chosen for maximum traffic. .
Figure 2shows process flow of the proposed
solution. The purpose of the optimization model was to
reduce specific energy consumption by taking into
account the diameter of the pipe, the number of
© 2022 Global Journals

∀𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝐾, 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝐶𝐶

(9)
(10)
(11)

sprinklers, the working pressure of the end sprinklers
along the pipeline, and the coordination conditions of
the pump pipeline. A pressure drop between adjacent
sprinklers has been added to the heuristic function of
ACO's design to reflect the distance between the two
cities of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP).
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Figure 2: Process Flow of the Proposed Solution [Reference number]
As shown in the above figure 2, Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) algorithm is a probabilistic
technique based on the above phenomenon to find the
optimal path. With the inclusion of K-Means Clustering,
this modified approach has solved the constraints of the
MPMDVRPTWHF, which has resulted in shorter time
consumption, delivery within the time window and lower
transportation costs along with the inclusion of multiple
pickup and delivery nodes wherein a pickup point might
or might not have multiple delivery locations.
a) Parameter initialization
Looking at the research done in [28], the
following parameters are set as follows:
Number of ants 𝑧𝑧 = 22, 𝛼𝛼 = 2, 𝛽𝛽 = 5, 𝜌𝜌 = 0.80, 𝜃𝜃 = 80,
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜎𝜎 = 3.

In the graph 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑁𝑁, 𝐴𝐴), each arc (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) has
been assigned a variable called pheromone trail 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 .
The probability of better solution is directly proportional
to the pheromone intensity. This means that when an
ant wants to go to another node from its current node, it
will choose the one with the maximum pheromone
intensity. to make this work, a fixed quantity of

pheromone is allocated to every arc. To decide which
node to proceed to (node 𝑛𝑛), the 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ ant will use the
pheromone trail 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 which is showcased below in
equation 14:
1
is
Initially, all probabilities are set to 1. 𝜆𝜆 = 𝑟𝑟
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

a heuristic value, pheromone concentration on the edge
when the ant travels from node 𝑚𝑚 to nodev𝑛𝑛is denoted
by 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and relative influence of the pheromone
concentration and the heuristic value is shown by 𝛼𝛼and
𝛽𝛽.
If we go into the specifics, then 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 denotes
how much favourable is the next node 𝑛𝑛 while
𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 implies how much better is the next node relatively.

b) Solution Construction
In this scenario, the solution is generated when
an artificial ant takes vehicles from the vehicle set and
constructs a path, starting from the warehouse or depot,
by choosing those nodes that satisfy the set of
constraints. The ant continues to build the route until the
limit of route length has been reached or when the time
window constraint has been disobeyed. so, in forming
the route, the ant will check each node whether it fulfils
all the constraints and if it finds such a node, it will

© 2022 Global Journals
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append it to the route, update the variables and go for
the next node, using the updated variables. These
changes in each iteration are all recorded in a solution
set, which will then be used for finding the best solution
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 from the set.
When determining the optimal route for the best
solution, pheromone update is used which includes
pheromone deposition and pheromone evaporation.
Pheromone update is used to elevate the pheromone
values that are found on good solution paths and
Where trail persistence 1 ≥ 𝜌𝜌 ≥ 0 of the

evaporation factor 1 ≥ �𝑆𝑆

𝜃𝜃

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

+ 𝜌𝜌� ≥ 0 and 𝜃𝜃 is a

constant. In each iteration, 𝑧𝑧 number of ants find

𝜏𝜏

𝜆𝜆 𝜎𝜎 −
𝜆𝜆
= { 𝜆𝜆
∆𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑆

𝜎𝜎
∗
∆𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
={
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

= 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 �𝑆𝑆
𝑆𝑆 𝑘𝑘

𝜎𝜎 −1

+�
𝑏𝑏=1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛)0

V. Case Study
a) Dataset Used
The dataset for this paper has been taken from
the Solomon-100 standard test set which have 20
problem cases. It also includes x-y location coordinates,
service time, demand by customers, due dates and

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

+ 𝜌𝜌�,

∀(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝐴𝐴

(15)

(16)

𝑏𝑏
𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆ℎ 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛)0 0

Looking at equations 17 and 18, it can be
concluded that there are two types of pheromone
depositions that are deposited on the trails during the
pheromone update process. First, if 𝜎𝜎 elitist ants have
travelled a path, that path will be updated as the best
solution so far (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵), in accordance with the ACO+K∗
Means Clustering algorithm. ∆𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
denotes the
pheromone update by the elitist ants. Second, out of the
𝑧𝑧 ants available, only (𝜎𝜎 − 1) best ants, in the current
iteration, can deposit pheromone on the path they have
𝜆𝜆
traversed. The term 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
is used to denote the
pheromone quantity laid down on the trails that have
been traversed by them and the amount of pheromone
that have been deposited by the ants are determined by
their solution quality 𝑆𝑆 𝜆𝜆 and rank 𝜆𝜆 and the value is equal
𝜆𝜆
to 𝛥𝛥𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
. To summarize, the elitist ants need to increase
the probability of the best-solution so far after each
iteration as the values that are updated will act as
reference values for the next iteration. The ranking
methodology has been employed in [17] so as to
reduce pheromone deposition on those routes that have
relatively lesser favourability.

𝜃𝜃

𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = ∑𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘=1
of average total distance. Then
𝑧𝑧
pheromone is updated by the elitist and best ants
After the evaporation process, only the best and
the elitist ants can update the pheromone deposits on
the optimal path chosen, which is given by the equation

∗
𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + ∆ 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Where,(16)
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decrease those that are on bad solution paths. In
pheromone deposition and evaporation, pheromone
values either increase or decrease at a constant rate
[29].
The pheromone evaporation equation is given
as such,

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(17)

(18)

ready time. This section will be in comparison with [30]
as it has used the same data set. This comparison will
help in proving that the proposed solution from this
paper is the better method of solving the
(MPMDVRPTWHF) as it gives better cost reduction with
lesser percentage of carbon emissions, along with
optimized fuel consumptions and lesser vehicles used.
b) Parameters Defined
The parameters defined in this paper are
derived from [30] as this paper is in comparison with the
latter. Similar to [30] the delivery vehicle used is a
refrigerator car and the set of pre-defined parameters as
shown in table 1 given below.
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Table 1: Parameters to Be Used Throughout this Paper

𝝀𝝀
𝒕𝒕𝒄𝒄
𝜹𝜹
𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏
𝜺𝜺𝟐𝟐
𝑹𝑹𝒏𝒏
𝜶𝜶
𝜷𝜷
𝝆𝝆
𝒒𝒒𝒇𝒇

𝝉𝝉𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
𝝉𝝉𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
𝒘𝒘𝟏𝟏, 𝒘𝒘𝟐𝟐 , 𝒘𝒘𝟑𝟑
𝑹𝑹
𝒉𝒉

𝜹𝜹
𝝋𝝋
𝑻𝑻
𝑽𝑽𝒔𝒔
𝜼𝜼
𝝁𝝁
𝑴𝑴𝒒𝒒
𝑨𝑨
𝑪𝑪𝒅𝒅
𝑪𝑪𝒓𝒓
𝜸𝜸
𝑺𝑺𝒘𝒘
𝑺𝑺𝒗𝒗

𝑔𝑔

Fuel consumption per unit time ( )
𝑠𝑠

Predefined Value

𝐿𝐿

Fuel consumption and carbon emission conversion factor (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )
Fuel-air ratio
Engine friction factor
Engine speed of refrigerated truck(r/min)
Air Displacement(L)
Effective power transmission
Energy consumption constant
Refrigerated truck weight(kg)
Windward area of vehicle(m²)
Coefficient traction
Coefficient of rolling resistance
Heat transfer coefficient refrigerated truck
External surface area of refrigerated truck(m²)
Interior surface area of refrigerated truck(m²)
Vehicle maximum load
Vehicle fixed cost
Soft time window
Carbon tax

c) Result Analysis
The entire result section has used the Pareto
optimal principle for obtaining the solution. The Pareto
Principle states that 80 percent of a project’s benefit
comes from 20 percent of the work. The optimal version
of it makes the sub objectives suppressed so as to
efficiently solve the main objective. Due to this there is
very little scope of conflict of objectives from the sub
objectives and a noiseless solution id obtained.
Referring to [30], this paper the objectives chosen will
be carbon emission reduction, total cost, time frame and
customer satisfaction.

9.81 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚 2
1.225 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3
0
20∘ 𝐶𝐶
0.6
1
0.01
0.6
0.8
20
1
3
0.8
0.9

2022

Gravitational constant of Earth
Density of atmosphere
Gradient
Temperature Difference between container of vehicle and
atmosphere
Frequency of opening the vehicle door
Transportation price of per unit weight of goods
Decline coefficient of product freshness
Early arrival time penalty coefficient
Late arrival time penalty coefficient
Number of iterations of pheromone renewal
Weight of pheromone concentration
Weight of heuristic function
Volatility coefficient
The parameter of the selection rule of Pseudo-random proportional
action
Minimum value of pheromone
Maximum value of pheromone
Weights of optimization objectives

Year

Implications

𝒈𝒈
𝑷𝑷
𝜽𝜽
∆𝑻𝑻

55

0.001
10
1
3
22.37
1/2.7

1
0.2
2000
1.051
0.45
44
1510
3.96
0.4
0.01
0.4
43.36
22.32
200
200
20
20

Using several test cases of 25,50,75 and 100
customers in three different scenarios, the proposed
ACO algorithm with K-Means clustering provides a
better solution in comparison. The results are arranged
in the Pareto optimal solution format. The test cases and
their outputs are given below from figure 3 to figure 26.
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Table 2: Shows the Legends used in this Paper
CNY
CE
CS
NY
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Table 2 shows the used legends as explained in
figure 3, figure 5, figure 7 and figure 9.
i. 25 Customers
C101(25) test table is used here for obtaining
the most optimal path with better results of the
constraints set. This solution has used the Pareto
56 optimal approach and figure 3 has shown the
comparison between [3] and this paper. It is clearly

Cost in CNY
Carbon Emissions
Customer Satisfaction
Number of Vehicles Used

visible from the graph that the proposed algorithm of
ACO+K-Means [PS_KPSO] clustering has better output
in terms of carbon emission, customer satisfaction and
total transportation cost. ACO (Ant Colony optimization)
and ACOMO (Ant Colony optimization Multi objective)
which is heuristic function.

Figure 3: c101(25) comparison with [30] (ACOMO) and ACO+K-Means Clustering (PS_KPSO)
PS_KPSO algorithm has given total cost as
3138.07, lower carbon emission of 19.50 and 100
percent customer satisfaction in all cases. Below in
figure 4, showst he trucks used is 3 with respective
optimal travel paths (0, 5, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 9, 6, 4, 2, 1,0),
(0, 13, 17, 18, 19, 15, 16, 14, 12,0) and [(0, 20, 24, 25,
23, 22, 21, 0 )

Figure 4: c101(25) vehicle distribution route50
Customers
© 2022 Global Journals

This part has used the c101(50) test table. 5
trucks have been employed with respective paths (0, 43,
42, 41, 40, 44, 46, 45, 48, 50, 49, 47,0), (0, 5, 3, 7, 8, 10,
11, 9, 6, 4, 2, 1,0), (0, 20, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 28, 26, 23,
22, 21,0), (0, 32, 33, 31, 35, 37, 38, 39, 36, 34,0) and (0,
13, 17, 18, 19, 15, 16, 14, 12, 0). The end results are
33.43 for carbon emissions, 5942.72 cost and 100
percent customer satisfaction. Figure 5 shows the
comparison between [30] and this paper results while
figure 6 displays the routes taken by the 5 trucks.

Year

2022
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Figure 5: c101(50) comparison with [30] (ACOMO) and ACO+K-Means Clustering (PS_KPSO)

Figure 6: c101(50) vehicle distribution route
ii. 75 Customers
The c101(75) dataset has been used in this
part. The number of vehicles used is 8 with the most
optimal paths chosen respectively: (0, 43, 42, 41, 40, 44,
46, 45, 48, 51, 50, 52, 49, 47, 0), (0, 5, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 9,
6, 4, 2, 1, 75, 0), (0, 32, 33, 31, 35, 37, 38, 39, 36, 34, 0),
(0, 67, 65, 63, 62, 74, 72, 61, 64, 68, 66, 69, 0), (0, 20,
24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 28, 26, 23, 22, 21, 0), (0, 57, 55, 54,
. 60, 59, 0), (0, 13, 17, 18, 19, 15, 16, 14, 12, 0)
53, 56, 58,
and (0, 71, 70, 73, 0)

The final results of carbon emissions, total cost
and customer satisfaction are 54.96, 10639.71 and 100
percent respectively. Figures 7 and 8 showcase the
comparison between [30] and this paper and the route
distribution of the vehicles
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Figure 7: c101(75) comparison with [30] (ACOMO) and ACO+K-Means Clustering (PS_KPSO)

Figure 8: c101(75) vehicle distribution route
iii. 100 Customers
This section has used the c101 (100) dataset.
Now looking [30], there are better results in terms of
carbon emission, cost and customer satisfaction (69.03,
13561.41 and 100 percent). Instead of 23 vehicles, 10
vehicles have been employed and the most optimal
paths are chosen: (0, 5, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 9, 6, 4, 2, 1, 75,
0), (0, 43, 42, 41, 40, 44, 46, 45, 48, 51, 50, 52, 49, 47,
0), (0, 20, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 28, 26, 23, 22, 21, 0), (0,
67, 65, 63, 62, 74, 72, 61, 64, 68, 66, 69, 0), (0, 90, 87,
86, 83, 82, 84, 85, 88, 89, 91, 0), (0, 57, 55, 54, 53, 56,
58, 60, 59, 0), (0, 98, 96, 95, 94, 92, 93, 97, 100, 99, 0),
(0, 32, 33, 31, 35, 37, 38, 39, 36, 34, 0), (0, 13, 17, 18,
19, 15, 16, 14, 12, 0), (0, 81, 78, 76, 71, 70, 73, 77, 79,
80, 0). Figures 9 and 10 showcase the comparison
© 2022 Global Journals

between [30] and this paper and the route distribution of
the vehicles.
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Figure 9: c101(100) comparison with [30] (ACOMO) and ACO+K-Means Clustering (PS_KPSO)

Figure 10: c101(100) vehicle distribution route
costs for 25, 50, 75 and 100 customers while there are
d) Comparison
about 46.61% , 53.27% and 61.16% reduction in total
Looking at all the results above, it is easily
carbon emissions for 50, 75 and 100 customers, when
discernible that the ACO+K-Means clustering algorithm
compared with [30]. Along with the aforementioned
has performed way better than the improved Ant Colony
improvements, there is 100% customer satisfaction in all
algorithm and the normal Ant Colony Algorithm. With
the cases. The proposed algorithm (ACO+K-Means
lesser number of vehicles employed, lesser carbon
Clustering) has outperformed the Modified Ant Colony
emission levels noted and better cost management, the
Algorithm and the original Ant Colony algorithm. Table
proposed system has shown its effectiveness and
3show results compared with Table of that obtained by
viability for usage in the real-world logistics problems.
the proposed algorithm and modified ant colony
The proposed algorithm PS_KPSO has provided about
algorithm.
10.37%, 46.9%, 61.98% and 78.81% reduction in total
© 2022 Global Journals
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Table 3: Comparison between algorithms [30]

Year

2022

ACOMO
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60

PS_KPSO

PID
C101_25
C101_50

NUM_CUST
25
50

C (CNY)
3481.31
9583.7

CE
19.73
53.75

CS
98.4
99.2

NV
5
11

C (CNY)
3138.070823
5942.717648

CE
19.50420315
33.43172956

CS
100
100

NV
3
5

C101_75
C101_100

75
100

20195.27
31202.27

94.87
129.87

99.47
99.6

17
23

10639.70989
13561.40714

54.95890959
69.03832969

100
100

8
10

e) Results with other test cases
In the Solomon-100 dataset, there are three
formats of destination grouping. One is a cluster format
C), one is a random format (R) and one is a randomclustered format (RC). These three formats have been

used for 25, 50, 75 and 100 customers. So other than
C101, there are C201, R211, R201 and RC201. The
comparison between the proposed algorithm (ACO+KMeans algorithm) and modified Ant Colony algorithm
[30] have been given in Table 4.

Table 4: Remaining test set results comparison
PS_KACO
PID
C_201_25
C_201_50
C_201_75
C_201_100
r_201_25
r_201_50
r_201_75
r_201_100
r_211_25
r_211_50
r_211_75
r_211_100
r_c201_25
r_c201_50
r_c201_75
r_c201_100

NUM_CUST TOT_VEH
25
25
50
75
100
25
50
75
100
25
50
75
100
25
50
75
100

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

ACOMO

NV
2

C
215.543

CE
14.864

CS
100

NV
3

C
613.81

CE
22.28

CS
100

2
3
3
2
2
3
4
1
2
2
3
2
3
4
4

444.961
511.09
591.557
543.693
1039.39
1368.58
1995.19
375.432
1391.42
1199.99
1867.28
454.046
974.703
1623.5
1927.47

19.7345
26.2824
27.9907
21.8306
32.3543
44.4869
62.9339
13.1144
39.8279
35.7638
55.0745
19.9274
36.1249
55.0429
61.4963

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

6
9
13
5
6
7
13
2
7
7
9
4
8
10
11

1232.8
2177.34
2221.71
946.39
1404.82
2482.75
2931.63
400
600
873.41
1080.64
847.18
1554.47
2186.5
2959.41

42.46
58.81
99.08
45.17
69.75
98.4
111.02
24.11
44.87
72.94
84.49
31.43
80
121.39
139.2

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

The data from Table 4 helps in evaluating the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Even with
increase in the number of customers, be it clustered,
random or both, there is barely any increase in the
number of vehicles employed. With an average of 2.625
vehicles per case, this greatly affects the total travel,
storage, damage and fuel costs while reducing the
carbon footprint by a great extent, ultimately helping not
only the economy of the organisation but also trying to
improve the environmental condition of the Earth. It can
be assumed from the results data that there is a high
probability of increase in number of customers. As the
number of vehicles employed is less, there is scope of
increasing customer reach and maybe there is a chance
of increasing the speed of delivery. With the new
electronic vehicle usage, there will be even more cuts in
the carbon footprint value and better customer
coverage.

© 2022 Global Journals

f)

Terms
The below terms explain the pareto optimal
solution which are explained from figure 3 to figure 24. It
explains the co-efficient used in capacity of the vehicles
and number of customers.
C101(25)- Cost efficient Pareto optimal solution set and
its multidimension interpolation for 25 customers
C101(50)- Cost efficient Pareto optimal solution set and
its multidimension interpolation for 50 customers) Cost
efficient Pareto optimal solution set and its
multidimension interpolation for 75 customers
R101(25)- Fuel Co efficient
solution set and its
multidimension interpolation for 25 customers
R101(50)- Fuel Co efficient
solution set and its
multidimension interpolation for 55 customers
R101(75)- Fuel Co efficient
solution set and its
multidimension interpolation for 75 customers

Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Window Constrain using KMeans Clustering to Obtain the Closest
Customer

The Figueres 11 to figure 24 shows case 1 and
case 2 shows optimal path, cost and fuel efficiency.
shows the obtained Pareto optimal solution and its
multidimensional linear interpolation by using the c101
(25) to c(101)100 customers test table for the above
table 4.

Year

2022

RC101(25)- Fuel and cost Co efficient solution set and
its multidimension interpolation for 25 customers
RC101(50)- Fuel and cost Co efficient solution set and
its multidimension interpolation for 50 customers
RC101(75)- Fuel and cost Co efficient solution set and
its multidimension interpolation for 75 customers

Figure 11: c201(25) vehicle distribution route

Figure 12.: c201(50) vehicle distribution route

Figure 13.: c201(75) vehicle distribution route

Figure 14.: c201(100) vehicle distribution route

Figure 15.: r201(25) vehicle distribution route

Figure 16.: r201(50) vehicle distribution route
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Figure 17.: r201(75) vehicle distribution route

Figure 18.: r201(100) vehicle distribution route

Figure 19.: r211(25) vehicle distribution route

Figure 20.: r211(50) vehicle distribution route
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Figure 21.: rc201(25) vehicle distribution route
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Figure 22.: rc201(50) vehicle distribution route

temperature control can effectively reduce the impact of
temperature fluctuations on cargo in cold chain
transportation. To a certain extent, refrigeration
equipment has caused an increase in carbon emission.
Below table 5 explains from optimal path, fuel, and cost
efficiency for above figure 11
to figure 24

Table 5: Vehicle distribution route for optimal path, fuel, and cost efficiency
Figure Number

Figure 11.: c201(25) vehicle distribution route
Figure 12.: c201(50) vehicle distribution route
Figure 13.: c201(75) vehicle distribution route
Figure 14.: c201(100) vehicle distribution route
Figure 15.: r201(25) vehicle distribution route
Figure 16.: r201(50) vehicle distribution route
Figure 17.: r201(75) vehicle distribution route
Figure 18.: r201(100) vehicle distribution route
Figure 19.: r211(25) vehicle distribution route
Figure 20.: r211(50) vehicle distribution route
Figure 21.: rc201(25) vehicle distribution route
Figure 22.: rc201(50) vehicle distribution route
Figure 23.: rc201(75) vehicle distribution route
Figure 24.: rc201(100) vehicle distribution route

Comments

The Figure 11 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows optimal path for 25 customers
The Figure 12 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows optimal path for 50 customers
The Figure 13 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows optimal path for 75 customers
The Figure 14 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows optimal path for 100 customers
The Figure 15 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel efficiency for 25 customers
The Figure 16 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel efficiency for 50 customers.
The Figure 17 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel efficiency for 75 customers.
The Figure 18 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel efficiency for 100 customers.
The Figure 19 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel efficiency for 25 customers for random
vehicles.
The Figure 20 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel efficiency for 50 customers for random
vehicles.
The Figure 21 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel and cost efficiency for 25 customers
for random vehicles.
The Figure 22 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel and cost efficiency for 50 customers
for random vehicles.
Figure 23 shows vehicle distribution for case 2, it
shows fuel and cost efficiency for 75 customers for
random vehicles.
The Figure 24 shows vehicle distribution for case 2,
it shows fuel and cost efficiency for 100 customers
for random vehicles.
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Year

ptimal solutions in the figure. The number of optimal
solutions is less than the one with the test set having 25
to 100 customers. Generally, the fewer the optimal
solutions ther are, the fewer distribution plans the
distribution center can choose. As an important factor in
cold chain logistics, temperature control plays an active
role in cold chain logistics distribution. The strict

Figure 24.: rc201(100) vehicle distribution route
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Figure 23.: rc201(75) vehicle distribution route
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VI. Conclusion
9.

10.

11.
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This paper discusses the vehicle routing
problem with time window constraint (VRPTW) along
with added constraints of number of vehicles, logistics
cost, overall carbon emission rate along with multiple
pickup and delivery points. A meta heuristic Ant Colony
Algorithm with K-Means Clustering was employed to
solve the problem statement. Looking at the literature
survey in this paper, it is observable that Vehicle Routing
Problem has had several approaches with varying
results, which in turn leads to the fact that VRP with
added constraints is a difficult problem to solve.
The solution provided in this paper has been
compared with [30], which has a similar problem
64 statement, and the results of the proposed ant colony
algorithm with K-Meansclustering has performed far
better and has provided very less scope of improvement
in the discussed problem areas.
In future research on similar topics, it’s a hope
that this paper will be a good leverage for the
researchers and this solution can be further modified for
more improvements.

12.

13.

14.
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changes in authorship.
Copyright
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Preparing your Manuscript
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Microsoft Word Document Setting Instructions.
Font type of all text should be Swis721 Lt BT.
Page size: 8.27" x 11'”, left margin: 0.65, right margin: 0.65, bottom margin: 0.75.
Paper title should be in one column of font size 24.
Author name in font size of 11 in one column.
Abstract: font size 9 with the word “Abstract” in bold italics.
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First character must be three lines drop-capped.
The paragraph before spacing of 1 pt and after of 0 pt.
Line spacing of 1 pt.
Large images must be in one column.
The names of first main headings (Heading 1) must be in Roman font, capital letters, and font size of 10.
The names of second main headings (Heading 2) must not include numbers and must be in italics with a font size of 10.

Structure and Format of Manuscript
The recommended size of an original research paper is under 15,000 words and review papers under 7,000 words.
Research articles should be less than 10,000 words. Research papers are usually longer than review papers. Review papers
are reports of significant research (typically less than 7,000 words, including tables, figures, and references)
A research paper must include:
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c)
d)
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A title which should be relevant to the theme of the paper.
A summary, known as an abstract (less than 150 words), containing the major results and conclusions.
Up to 10 keywords that precisely identify the paper’s subject, purpose, and focus.
An introduction, giving fundamental background objectives.
Resources and techniques with sufficient complete experimental details (wherever possible by reference) to permit
repetition, sources of information must be given, and numerical methods must be specified by reference.
f) Results which should be presented concisely by well-designed tables and figures.
g) Suitable statistical data should also be given.
h) All data must have been gathered with attention to numerical detail in the planning stage.

Design has been recognized to be essential to experiments for a considerable time, and the editor has decided that any
paper that appears not to have adequate numerical treatments of the data will be returned unrefereed.
i)
j)
k)

Discussion should cover implications and consequences and not just recapitulate the results; conclusions should also
be summarized.
There should be brief acknowledgments.
There ought to be references in the conventional format. Global Journals recommends APA format.

Authors should carefully consider the preparation of papers to ensure that they communicate effectively. Papers are much
more likely to be accepted if they are carefully designed and laid out, contain few or no errors, are summarizing, and follow
instructions. They will also be published with much fewer delays than those that require much technical and editorial
correction.
The Editorial Board reserves the right to make literary corrections and suggestions to improve brevity.
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Format Structure
It is necessary that authors take care in submitting a manuscript that is written in simple language and adheres to
published guidelines.
All manuscripts submitted to Global Journals should include:
Title
The title page must carry an informative title that reflects the content, a running title (less than 45 characters together with
spaces), names of the authors and co-authors, and the place(s) where the work was carried out.
Author details
The full postal address of any related author(s) must be specified.
Abstract
The abstract is the foundation of the research paper. It should be clear and concise and must contain the objective of the
paper and inferences drawn. It is advised to not include big mathematical equations or complicated jargon.
Many researchers searching for information online will use search engines such as Google, Yahoo or others. By optimizing
your paper for search engines, you will amplify the chance of someone finding it. In turn, this will make it more likely to be
viewed and cited in further works. Global Journals has compiled these guidelines to facilitate you to maximize the webfriendliness of the most public part of your paper.
Keywords
A major lynchpin of research work for the writing of research papers is the keyword search, which one will employ to find
both library and internet resources. Up to eleven keywords or very brief phrases have to be given to help data retrieval,
mining, and indexing.
One must be persistent and creative in using keywords. An effective keyword search requires a strategy: planning of a list
of possible keywords and phrases to try.
Choice of the main keywords is the first tool of writing a research paper. Research paper writing is an art. Keyword search
should be as strategic as possible.
One should start brainstorming lists of potential keywords before even beginning searching. Think about the most
important concepts related to research work. Ask, “What words would a source have to include to be truly valuable in a
research paper?” Then consider synonyms for the important words.
It may take the discovery of only one important paper to steer in the right keyword direction because, in most databases,
the keywords under which a research paper is abstracted are listed with the paper.
Numerical Methods
Numerical methods used should be transparent and, where appropriate, supported by references.
Abbreviations
Authors must list all the abbreviations used in the paper at the end of the paper or in a separate table before using them.
Formulas and equations
Authors are advised to submit any mathematical equation using either MathJax, KaTeX, or LaTeX, or in a very high-quality
image.
Tables, Figures, and Figure Legends
Tables: Tables should be cautiously designed, uncrowned, and include only essential data. Each must have an Arabic
number, e.g., Table 4, a self-explanatory caption, and be on a separate sheet. Authors must submit tables in an editable
format and not as images. References to these tables (if any) must be mentioned accurately.
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Figures
Figures are supposed to be submitted as separate files. Always include a citation in the text for each figure using Arabic
numbers, e.g., Fig. 4. Artwork must be submitted online in vector electronic form or by emailing it.

Preparation of Eletronic Figures for Publication
Although low-quality images are sufficient for review purposes, print publication requires high-quality images to prevent
the final product being blurred or fuzzy. Submit (possibly by e-mail) EPS (line art) or TIFF (halftone/ photographs) files only.
MS PowerPoint and Word Graphics are unsuitable for printed pictures. Avoid using pixel-oriented software. Scans (TIFF
only) should have a resolution of at least 350 dpi (halftone) or 700 to 1100 dpi (line drawings). Please give the data
for figures in black and white or submit a Color Work Agreement form. EPS files must be saved with fonts embedded (and
with a TIFF preview, if possible).
For scanned images, the scanning resolution at final image size ought to be as follows to ensure good reproduction: line
art: >650 dpi; halftones (including gel photographs): >350 dpi; figures containing both halftone and line images: >650 dpi.
Color charges: Authors are advised to pay the full cost for the reproduction of their color artwork. Hence, please note that
if there is color artwork in your manuscript when it is accepted for publication, we would require you to complete and
return a Color Work Agreement form before your paper can be published. Also, you can email your editor to remove the
color fee after acceptance of the paper.
Tips for writing a good quality Computer Science Research Paper
Techniques for writing a good quality computer science research paper:
1. Choosing the topic: In most cases, the topic is selected by the interests of the author, but it can also be suggested by the
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several questions of yourself, like "Will I be able to carry out a search in this area? Will I find all necessary resources to
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"yes," then you ought to choose that topic. In most cases, you may have to conduct surveys and visit several places. Also,
you might have to do a lot of work to find all the rises and falls of the various data on that subject. Sometimes, detailed
information plays a vital role, instead of short information. Evaluators are human: The first thing to remember is that
evaluators are also human beings. They are not only meant for rejecting a paper. They are here to evaluate your paper. So
present your best aspect.
2. Think like evaluators: If you are in confusion or getting demotivated because your paper may not be accepted by the
evaluators, then think, and try to evaluate your paper like an evaluator. Try to understand what an evaluator wants in your
research paper, and you will automatically have your answer. Make blueprints of paper: The outline is the plan or
framework that will help you to arrange your thoughts. It will make your paper logical. But remember that all points of your
outline must be related to the topic you have chosen.
3. Ask your guides: If you are having any difficulty with your research, then do not hesitate to share your difficulty with
your guide (if you have one). They will surely help you out and resolve your doubts. If you can't clarify what exactly you
require for your work, then ask your supervisor to help you with an alternative. He or she might also provide you with a list
of essential readings.
4. Use of computer is recommended: As you are doing research in the field of computer science then this point is quite
obvious. Use right software: Always use good quality software packages. If you are not capable of judging good software,
then you can lose the quality of your paper unknowingly. There are various programs available to help you which you can
get through the internet.
5. Use the internet for help: An excellent start for your paper is using Google. It is a wondrous search engine, where you
can have your doubts resolved. You may also read some answers for the frequent question of how to write your research
paper or find a model research paper. You can download books from the internet. If you have all the required books, place
importance on reading, selecting, and analyzing the specified information. Then sketch out your research paper. Use big
pictures: You may use encyclopedias like Wikipedia to get pictures with the best resolution. At Global Journals, you should
strictly follow here.
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6. Bookmarks are useful: When you read any book or magazine, you generally use bookmarks, right? It is a good habit
which helps to not lose your continuity. You should always use bookmarks while searching on the internet also, which will
make your search easier.
7. Revise what you wrote: When you write anything, always read it, summarize it, and then finalize it.
8. Make every effort: Make every effort to mention what you are going to write in your paper. That means always have a
good start. Try to mention everything in the introduction—what is the need for a particular research paper. Polish your
work with good writing skills and always give an evaluator what he wants. Make backups: When you are going to do any
important thing like making a research paper, you should always have backup copies of it either on your computer or on
paper. This protects you from losing any portion of your important data.
9. Produce good diagrams of your own: Always try to include good charts or diagrams in your paper to improve quality.
Using several unnecessary diagrams will degrade the quality of your paper by creating a hodgepodge. So always try to
include diagrams which were made by you to improve the readability of your paper. Use of direct quotes: When you do
research relevant to literature, history, or current affairs, then use of quotes becomes essential, but if the study is relevant
to science, use of quotes is not preferable.
10.Use proper verb tense: Use proper verb tenses in your paper. Use past tense to present those events that have
happened. Use present tense to indicate events that are going on. Use future tense to indicate events that will happen in
the future. Use of wrong tenses will confuse the evaluator. Avoid sentences that are incomplete.
11. Pick a good study spot: Always try to pick a spot for your research which is quiet. Not every spot is good for studying.
12. Know what you know: Always try to know what you know by making objectives, otherwise you will be confused and
unable to achieve your target.
13. Use good grammar: Always use good grammar and words that will have a positive impact on the evaluator; use of
good vocabulary does not mean using tough words which the evaluator has to find in a dictionary. Do not fragment
sentences. Eliminate one-word sentences. Do not ever use a big word when a smaller one would suffice.
Verbs have to be in agreement with their subjects. In a research paper, do not start sentences with conjunctions or finish
them with prepositions. When writing formally, it is advisable to never split an infinitive because someone will (wrongly)
complain. Avoid clichés like a disease. Always shun irritating alliteration. Use language which is simple and straightforward.
Put together a neat summary.
14. Arrangement of information: Each section of the main body should start with an opening sentence, and there should
be a changeover at the end of the section. Give only valid and powerful arguments for your topic. You may also maintain
your arguments with records.
15. Never start at the last minute: Always allow enough time for research work. Leaving everything to the last minute will
degrade your paper and spoil your work.
16. Multitasking in research is not good: Doing several things at the same time is a bad habit in the case of research
activity. Research is an area where everything has a particular time slot. Divide your research work into parts, and do a
particular part in a particular time slot.
17. Never copy others' work: Never copy others' work and give it your name because if the evaluator has seen it anywhere,
you will be in trouble. Take proper rest and food: No matter how many hours you spend on your research activity, if you
are not taking care of your health, then all your efforts will have been in vain. For quality research, take proper rest and
food.
18. Go to seminars: Attend seminars if the topic is relevant to your research area. Utilize all your resources.
19. Refresh your mind after intervals: Try to give your mind a rest by listening to soft music or sleeping in intervals. This
will also improve your memory. Acquire colleagues: Always try to acquire colleagues. No matter how sharp you are, if you
acquire colleagues, they can give you ideas which will be helpful to your research.
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20. Think technically: Always think technically. If anything happens, search for its reasons, benefits, and demerits. Think
and then print: When you go to print your paper, check that tables are not split, headings are not detached from their
descriptions, and page sequence is maintained.
21. Adding unnecessary information: Do not add unnecessary information like "I have used MS Excel to draw graphs."
Irrelevant and inappropriate material is superfluous. Foreign terminology and phrases are not apropos. One should never
take a broad view. Analogy is like feathers on a snake. Use words properly, regardless of how others use them. Remove
quotations. Puns are for kids, not grunt readers. Never oversimplify: When adding material to your research paper, never
go for oversimplification; this will definitely irritate the evaluator. Be specific. Never use rhythmic redundancies.
Contractions shouldn't be used in a research paper. Comparisons are as terrible as clichés. Give up ampersands,
abbreviations, and so on. Remove commas that are not necessary. Parenthetical words should be between brackets or
commas. Understatement is always the best way to put forward earth-shaking thoughts. Give a detailed literary review.
22. Report concluded results: Use concluded results. From raw data, filter the results, and then conclude your studies
based on measurements and observations taken. An appropriate number of decimal places should be used. Parenthetical
remarks are prohibited here. Proofread carefully at the final stage. At the end, give an outline to your arguments. Spot
perspectives of further study of the subject. Justify your conclusion at the bottom sufficiently, which will probably include
examples.
23. Upon conclusion: Once you have concluded your research, the next most important step is to present your findings.
Presentation is extremely important as it is the definite medium though which your research is going to be in print for the
rest of the crowd. Care should be taken to categorize your thoughts well and present them in a logical and neat manner. A
good quality research paper format is essential because it serves to highlight your research paper and bring to light all
necessary aspects of your research.

Informal Guidelines of Research Paper Writing
Key points to remember:
•
•
•

Submit all work in its final form.
Write your paper in the form which is presented in the guidelines using the template.
Please note the criteria peer reviewers will use for grading the final paper.

Final points:
One purpose of organizing a research paper is to let people interpret your efforts selectively. The journal requires the
following sections, submitted in the order listed, with each section starting on a new page:
The introduction: This will be compiled from reference matter and reflect the design processes or outline of basis that
directed you to make a study. As you carry out the process of study, the method and process section will be constructed
like that. The results segment will show related statistics in nearly sequential order and direct reviewers to similar
intellectual paths throughout the data that you gathered to carry out your study.
The discussion section:
This will provide understanding of the data and projections as to the implications of the results. The use of good quality
references throughout the paper will give the effort trustworthiness by representing an alertness to prior workings.
Writing a research paper is not an easy job, no matter how trouble-free the actual research or concept. Practice, excellent
preparation, and controlled record-keeping are the only means to make straightforward progression.
General style:
Specific editorial column necessities for compliance of a manuscript will always take over from directions in these general
guidelines.
To make a paper clear: Adhere to recommended page limits.
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Mistakes to avoid:
Insertion of a title at the foot of a page with subsequent text on the next page.
Separating a table, chart, or figure—confine each to a single page.
Submitting a manuscript with pages out of sequence.
In every section of your document, use standard writing style, including articles ("a" and "the").
Keep paying attention to the topic of the paper.
Use paragraphs to split each significant point (excluding the abstract).
Align the primary line of each section.
Present your points in sound order.
Use present tense to report well-accepted matters.
Use past tense to describe specific results.
Do not use familiar wording; don't address the reviewer directly. Don't use slang or superlatives.
Avoid use of extra pictures—include only those figures essential to presenting results.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title page:
Choose a revealing title. It should be short and include the name(s) and address(es) of all authors. It should not have
acronyms or abbreviations or exceed two printed lines.
Abstract: This summary should be two hundred words or less. It should clearly and briefly explain the key findings reported
in the manuscript and must have precise statistics. It should not have acronyms or abbreviations. It should be logical in
itself. Do not cite references at this point.
An abstract is a brief, distinct paragraph summary of finished work or work in development. In a minute or less, a reviewer
can be taught the foundation behind the study, common approaches to the problem, relevant results, and significant
conclusions or new questions.
Write your summary when your paper is completed because how can you write the summary of anything which is not yet
written? Wealth of terminology is very essential in abstract. Use comprehensive sentences, and do not sacrifice readability
for brevity; you can maintain it succinctly by phrasing sentences so that they provide more than a lone rationale. The
author can at this moment go straight to shortening the outcome. Sum up the study with the subsequent elements in any
summary. Try to limit the initial two items to no more than one line each.
Reason for writing the article—theory, overall issue, purpose.
Fundamental goal.
To-the-point depiction of the research.
Consequences, including definite statistics—if the consequences are quantitative in nature, account for this; results of
any numerical analysis should be reported. Significant conclusions or questions that emerge from the research.

•
•
•

Approach:
o
o
o
o

Single section and succinct.
An outline of the job done is always written in past tense.
Concentrate on shortening results—limit background information to a verdict or two.
Exact spelling, clarity of sentences and phrases, and appropriate reporting of quantities (proper units, important
statistics) are just as significant in an abstract as they are anywhere else.

Introduction:
The introduction should "introduce" the manuscript. The reviewer should be presented with sufficient background
information to be capable of comprehending and calculating the purpose of your study without having to refer to other
works. The basis for the study should be offered. Give the most important references, but avoid making a comprehensive
appraisal of the topic. Describe the problem visibly. If the problem is not acknowledged in a logical, reasonable way, the
reviewer will give no attention to your results. Speak in common terms about techniques used to explain the problem, if
needed, but do not present any particulars about the protocols here.
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The following approach can create a valuable beginning:
o
o
o
o

Explain the value (significance) of the study.
Defend the model—why did you employ this particular system or method? What is its compensation? Remark upon
its appropriateness from an abstract point of view as well as pointing out sensible reasons for using it.
Present a justification. State your particular theory(-ies) or aim(s), and describe the logic that led you to choose
them.
Briefly explain the study's tentative purpose and how it meets the declared objectives.

Approach:
Use past tense except for when referring to recognized facts. After all, the manuscript will be submitted after the entire job
is done. Sort out your thoughts; manufacture one key point for every section. If you make the four points listed above, you
will need at least four paragraphs. Present surrounding information only when it is necessary to support a situation. The
reviewer does not desire to read everything you know about a topic. Shape the theory specifically—do not take a broad
view.
As always, give awareness to spelling, simplicity, and correctness of sentences and phrases.
Procedures (methods and materials):
This part is supposed to be the easiest to carve if you have good skills. A soundly written procedures segment allows a
capable scientist to replicate your results. Present precise information about your supplies. The suppliers and clarity of
reagents can be helpful bits of information. Present methods in sequential order, but linked methodologies can be grouped
as a segment. Be concise when relating the protocols. Attempt to give the least amount of information that would permit
another capable scientist to replicate your outcome, but be cautious that vital information is integrated. The use of
subheadings is suggested and ought to be synchronized with the results section.
When a technique is used that has been well-described in another section, mention the specific item describing the way,
but draw the basic principle while stating the situation. The purpose is to show all particular resources and broad
procedures so that another person may use some or all of the methods in one more study or referee the scientific value of
your work. It is not to be a step-by-step report of the whole thing you did, nor is a methods section a set of orders.
Materials:
Materials may be reported in part of a section or else they may be recognized along with your measures.
Methods:
o
o
o
o
o

Report the method and not the particulars of each process that engaged the same methodology.
Describe the method entirely.
To be succinct, present methods under headings dedicated to specific dealings or groups of measures.
Simplify—detail how procedures were completed, not how they were performed on a particular day.
If well-known procedures were used, account for the procedure by name, possibly with a reference, and that's all.

Approach:
It is embarrassing to use vigorous voice when documenting methods without using first person, which would focus the
reviewer's interest on the researcher rather than the job. As a result, when writing up the methods, most authors use third
person passive voice.
Use standard style in this and every other part of the paper—avoid familiar lists, and use full sentences.
What to keep away from:
o
o
o

Resources and methods are not a set of information.
Skip all descriptive information and surroundings—save it for the argument.
Leave out information that is immaterial to a third party.
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Results:
The principle of a results segment is to present and demonstrate your conclusion. Create this part as entirely objective
details of the outcome, and save all understanding for the discussion.
The page length of this segment is set by the sum and types of data to be reported. Use statistics and tables, if suitable, to
present consequences most efficiently.
You must clearly differentiate material which would usually be incorporated in a study editorial from any unprocessed data
or additional appendix matter that would not be available. In fact, such matters should not be submitted at all except if
requested by the instructor.
Content:
o
o
o
o
o

Sum up your conclusions in text and demonstrate them, if suitable, with figures and tables.
In the manuscript, explain each of your consequences, and point the reader to remarks that are most appropriate.
Present a background, such as by describing the question that was addressed by creation of an exacting study.
Explain results of control experiments and give remarks that are not accessible in a prescribed figure or table, if
appropriate.
Examine your data, then prepare the analyzed (transformed) data in the form of a figure (graph), table, or
manuscript.

What to stay away from:
o
o
o
o
o

Do not discuss or infer your outcome, report surrounding information, or try to explain anything.
Do not include raw data or intermediate calculations in a research manuscript.
Do not present similar data more than once.
A manuscript should complement any figures or tables, not duplicate information.
Never confuse figures with tables—there is a difference.

Approach:
As always, use past tense when you submit your results, and put the whole thing in a reasonable order.
Put figures and tables, appropriately numbered, in order at the end of the report.
If you desire, you may place your figures and tables properly within the text of your results section.
Figures and tables:
If you put figures and tables at the end of some details, make certain that they are visibly distinguished from any attached
appendix materials, such as raw facts. Whatever the position, each table must be titled, numbered one after the other, and
include a heading. All figures and tables must be divided from the text.
Discussion:
The discussion is expected to be the trickiest segment to write. A lot of papers submitted to the journal are discarded
based on problems with the discussion. There is no rule for how long an argument should be.
Position your understanding of the outcome visibly to lead the reviewer through your conclusions, and then finish the
paper with a summing up of the implications of the study. The purpose here is to offer an understanding of your results
and support all of your conclusions, using facts from your research and generally accepted information, if suitable. The
implication of results should be fully described.
Infer your data in the conversation in suitable depth. This means that when you clarify an observable fact, you must explain
mechanisms that may account for the observation. If your results vary from your prospect, make clear why that may have
happened. If your results agree, then explain the theory that the proof supported. It is never suitable to just state that the
data approved the prospect, and let it drop at that. Make a decision as to whether each premise is supported or discarded
or if you cannot make a conclusion with assurance. Do not just dismiss a study or part of a study as "uncertain."
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Research papers are not acknowledged if the work is imperfect. Draw what conclusions you can based upon the results
that you have, and take care of the study as a finished work.
o
o
o
o
o

You may propose future guidelines, such as how an experiment might be personalized to accomplish a new idea.
Give details of all of your remarks as much as possible, focusing on mechanisms.
Make a decision as to whether the tentative design sufficiently addressed the theory and whether or not it was
correctly restricted. Try to present substitute explanations if they are sensible alternatives.
One piece of research will not counter an overall question, so maintain the large picture in mind. Where do you go
next? The best studies unlock new avenues of study. What questions remain?
Recommendations for detailed papers will offer supplementary suggestions.

Approach:
When you refer to information, differentiate data generated by your own studies from other available information. Present
work done by specific persons (including you) in past tense.
Describe generally acknowledged facts and main beliefs in present tense.

The Administration Rules
Administration Rules to Be Strictly Followed before Submitting Your Research Paper to Global Journals Inc.
Please read the following rules and regulations carefully before submitting your research paper to Global Journals Inc. to
avoid rejection.
Segment draft and final research paper: You have to strictly follow the template of a research paper, failing which your
paper may get rejected. You are expected to write each part of the paper wholly on your own. The peer reviewers need to
identify your own perspective of the concepts in your own terms. Please do not extract straight from any other source, and
do not rephrase someone else's analysis. Do not allow anyone else to proofread your manuscript.
Written material: You may discuss this with your guides and key sources. Do not copy anyone else's paper, even if this is
only imitation, otherwise it will be rejected on the grounds of plagiarism, which is illegal. Various methods to avoid
plagiarism are strictly applied by us to every paper, and, if found guilty, you may be blacklisted, which could affect your
career adversely. To guard yourself and others from possible illegal use, please do not permit anyone to use or even read
your paper and file.
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Please note that following table is only a Grading of "Paper Compilation" and not on "Performed/Stated Research" whose grading
solely depends on Individual Assigned Peer Reviewer and Editorial Board Member. These can be available only on request and after
decision of Paper. This report will be the property of Global Journals Inc. (US).
Topics

Grades

Abstract

Introduction

Methods
Procedures

Result

Discussion

References

and

A-B

C-D

E-F

Clear and concise with
appropriate content, Correct
format. 200 words or below

Unclear summary and no
specific data, Incorrect form

No specific data with ambiguous
information

Above 200 words

Above 250 words

Containing all background
details with clear goal and
appropriate details, flow
specification, no grammar
and spelling mistake, well
organized sentence and
paragraph, reference cited

Unclear and confusing data,
appropriate format, grammar
and spelling errors with
unorganized matter

Out of place depth and content,
hazy format

Clear and to the point with
well arranged paragraph,
precision and accuracy of
facts and figures, well
organized subheads

Difficult to comprehend with
embarrassed text, too much
explanation but completed

Incorrect
and
unorganized
structure with hazy meaning

Well organized, Clear and
specific, Correct units with
precision, correct data, well
structuring of paragraph, no
grammar
and
spelling
mistake

Complete and embarrassed
text, difficult to comprehend

Irregular format with wrong facts
and figures

Well organized, meaningful
specification,
sound
conclusion,
logical
and
concise explanation, highly
structured
paragraph
reference cited

Wordy, unclear conclusion,
spurious

Conclusion
is
not
cited,
unorganized,
difficult
to
comprehend

Complete
and
correct
format, well organized

Beside the point, Incomplete

Wrong format and structuring
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Aesthetic · 17
Anatomical · 10
Annealing · 26, 27, 37

Parsing · 2, 3, 4
Peculiarity · 28
Pertaining · 1
Precision · 6, 13, 14
Prevalent · 1
Pristine · 16, 18, 19

B
Breached · 14

R

C

Recursion · 26

Combat · 9
Convolutions · 4, 19
Corpus · 4
Cumbersome · 2, 3

S

D
Distortion · 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 40

E
Elitist · 29, 30
Emissions · 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33
Eradicated · 9

G
Gradient · 17, 18, 19

H
Heuristics · 25, 26, 27, 37, 38

I
Infractions · 14
Infrared · 10
Ingenious · 12

Segregation · 9
Semantic · 2, 3, 4
Siamese · 18
Stemming · 2
Stochastic · 19
Syntactic · 2
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